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This report shows the results that 
belong to the research conducted for the 
graduation studio ‘Places of production’, a 
! nal project for the Master Architecture, 
Building and Planning offered by 
Technical University of Eindhoven. A 
report regarding the transformational 
design of Campina Eindhoven. 
A couple of reasons motivated me to 
apply to this graduation studio. The 
most important reason is as follows. 
Studying this concept of redevelopment 
will respond to the current state of 
population density in such a manner 
that precious architecture would be re-
used. " is way of re-designing the city 
o# ers the opportunity to preserve the 
thoughts and believes of the executive 
architect and prolong its knowledge in a 
new reprogrammed vision. 
From the 13th of November 2017 until 
8th of November 2018, an intensive, 
challenging period of 12 months,  I was 
engaged in researching and designing 
this scienti! c dissertation.  I have learned 
more than I would have expected, not 
only in terms of transformation, but also 
in terms of personal  skills.  " erefore 
I would like to express my gratitude 
towards the actively involved tutors, 
prof. ir. Paul Diederen, ir. Anne-Marie 
Peters – van de Heuvel and ir. Tomas 
Dirrix for their professional input and 
their guidance during this process. I also 

would like to thank my fellow students 
for their support, their motivation, their 
help, their advice and especially for their 
contribution in the positive working 
atmosphere. In particular I want to thank 
Mark Bonnenberg and Tim Steeghs for 
their collaboration on the masterplan for 
the canal-zone. Finally I would like to 
thank my friends, my girlfriend and my 
parents for their helpful ideas, wonderful 
feedback and their endless support. 
I hope you enjoy reading. 
Dennis Verleijsdonk 
Eindhoven, November 2018

Preface
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Campina, a well-known Dutch dairy 
cooperation, manufactured dairy 
products in several factories throughout 
the Netherlands. Campina Eindhoven 
was one of these factories and had like 
Philips and DAF a positive in$ uence for 
the contemporary city of Eindhoven. 
Build between 1957 and 1961 this 
architectural masterpiece designed by 
architect H. Reef (Korenberg, 2015) 
produced and distributed dairy products 
until FrieslandCampina decided in 
2015 that it had to shut its doors. (“De 
Zuivelfabriek in Eindhoven | BPD.nl”, 
2018) Ever since, it has been empty.  It 
is located in the industrial area of the 
canal-zone next to the arti! cial, human 
made Eindhovensch Kanaal, that was 
used for transport until 1974. Currently 
this part of the business park De Kade 
deteriorates due to the decrease in 
accessibility and due to the empty 
running factories. Now intervententions 
with new programmatic solutions are 
required to activate the Canal-zone. 
A possible approach that could change 
the abandoned site and could re-activate 
the deteriorated area can be found in 
hybrids solutions. Nowadays the amount 
of hybrids are emerging. Hybrids are 
merges of multiple functions in a 
volume that generates constant activity 
and simultaneously gives an impulse to 
the city’s urban fabric. As an accessible 
structure it aims for a broad target 

audience whereby visual connections 
and shared spaces will have an outcome 
of interaction. 
" e aim of this study is to ! nd out how 
and if a hybrid design for Campina 
can be a ! rst attempt in the $ ourishing 
transformation of the canal-zone. To this 
end, the research questions is as follows: 
How to alter the self-sustained Campina 
terrain from privatized single buildings 
into a merged, hybrid complex?
" e answer on this research question will 
follow from a research on the qualities 
of Campina,  perceived by observation, 
based on two guided tours, and on 
its history obtained by literature and 
analytical drawings. A selection of hybrid 
buildings and functional solutions will 
be studied and will contribute towards 
the answer and the design of Campina. 
" is study concludes that hybrids are 
combinations of leisure, living, food 
and new industries fused in volumes. 
Hereby will all of these functions with 
in particular the living part ensures 
that hybrids are constantly active. 
Determined by the increasing demand 
for food markets, this linking theme 
will unite the complex and will together 
with the other functions attract a broad 
target group of travelers, inhabitants, 
visitors and customers that will turn this 
abandoned area into a vibrant spot in 

Abstract
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Eindhoven.        
On the basis of this report it is        
recommended to transform architectural 
masterpieces and give them a second 
life. Hybridization could be the solution 
that activates both the plot and the area. 
Further research could be undertaken to 
specify the broad de! nition of a hybrid 
by analyzing and categorizing more 
buildings. 
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E i n d h ove n ,  t h e  c i t y  o f  b i g 
transformations according to designer 
Piet Hein Eek, became big thanks to 
factories as Philips. (Bosgraaf, 2018) 
" e void that this abandoned factory le%  
behind when it moved created a certain 
panic in ! rst instance, but was seen as 
an opportunity for designers and creative 
people later on. Transformations revived 
this former doomed place and brought 
back the liveliness. 
This principle of giving buildings a 
second live is applied to the entire 
area of Strijp-S, located in the west of 
Eindhoven, and could possibly be the 
solution to change the deteriorating 
industrial area of the Canal-zone, located 
at the east of Eindhoven, into a vibrant 
region.
Campina, the dairy factory, which was 
one of the ! rst buildings that established 
itself in the canal-zone, has been empty 
since 2015. A transformation of this 
area, starting with the transformation of 
Campina will in accordance to Philips 
and in accordance to the dynamic city 
of Eindhoven, give the canal-zone the 
impulse it needs and possibly extend the 
inner-city of Eindhoven.   
If people want the inner-city to extend 
and to become more intensified 
and functionally improved than the 
connection between building plot and 

the city has to be contiguous. Hereby 
will the design of the façade with in 
particular the plinth be of crucial 
importance. Hybrid as a design starting 
point can be interesting to organize both 
the building plot and the building(s). 
Hybrids are buildings that accommodate 
di# erent functions, but which, due to 
their publicity and integration in a high 
urban environment, add something extra 
to the fabric of the city. (Fenton, 1985)
Hybrids were born by innovation 
in structural techniques and by the 
introduction of the elevator. From the 
crisis of 1929 until the mid-80’s the 
functional separation introduced by 
the CIAM (the association Congrès 
In t e r n a t i on au x  d ’Arch i t e c tu r e 
Moderne) suppressed the rise of hybrid 
architecture, but nowadays the presence 
of hybrid is emerging due to the demand 
for the concentration of population and 
activities and the intensive land use.  
In Pamphlet Architecture, dated from 
1985, Joseph Fenton classi! es hybrids 
based on appearance.  Hereby are 
hybrids divided in the following three 
categories: Fabric Hybrids, Gra%  Hybrids 
and Monolith Hybrids. (Fenton, 1985)

Introduction
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! g. . Hybrid appearances: Fabric hybrid (le% ), Gra% ed hybrid (middle one) and the Monolith hybrid (right) 
(Fenton, 1985)

FABRIC HYBRIDS 
" ese hybrids set priority to the overall 
look. They adhere to local façade 
treatments, building lines and building 
heights and adapt the functionality 
without making any concessions on the 
overall picture. Internal programmatic 
variations are expressed in the elevation 
as understated changes, think off 
thereto linked (adjusted) $ oor heights, 
window proportions and corresponding 
material expressions. Despite their 
modest exterior they can be contain an 
innovative arrangement of program. 
Examples  :  S ch i l l e r  bu i ld ing , 
Jarmulowsky Bank, Missorui Athletic 
Club, Penn Athletic Club, etc.
GRAFT HYBRID
" is form of hybrid is noticeable by its 
clear programmatic expression. Hereby 
are multiple, simplistic volumes “gra% ed” 
to another. " ey are o% en the result of 
the urban expansions which were caused 
by (technological) inventions of the 
20th century. " ey increase mass and 
limit streets. Grafted hybrids mostly 
showcase their functions by attached 
typological volumes and sometimes 
they form unusual relationships like 
ancient hybrids, as bridge houses. 
Conversely, there are also architects that 
use this expressive method to suggest 
that buildings are the result of multiple 
parts, like many occur in the $ ow of 
deconstructivism architecture. 

Examples: Fin Inn Aquarium Restaurant 
Gra% on Illinois and the Price Tower in 
Bartlesville. 
MONOLITH HYBRIDS
Monolith hybrids have an inseparable 
connectedness to the industrial city of 
the twentieth century. " eir impact of 
monumental scale makes them strong 
symbolic valued influencers on the 
cities appearance. They often form a 
(highly) concentrated encyclopedia 
of metropolitan life captured in one 
single building block, cities within 
cities, whereby symbolism exceeds 
the summing of program. In modern 
time these monolith hybrids could 
display a great diversity of e/  ciently 
accommodated extreme functions and 
form inviting, accessible facilities.
Examples: John Hancock Center in 
Chicago.

Fenton shows hybrid based on their 
architectural appearance and their 
programmatic approach. It focused on 
the embedding in the city, unfortunately 
not speci! ed on spatial organization.  
Nevertheless they resemble what hybrid 
architecture is.
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EINDHOVEN

Eindhoven, the city of lights (gain from 
the many match factories), is a city with 
a modern appearance. It is ! % h biggest 
city of the Netherlands and it located 
in the southeast of Noord-Brabant. 
(Gemeente Eindhoven, 2017) Besides its 
modern buildings it contains 550 mon-
uments. (“Monumenten | Eindhoven”, 
2018)

Today the city counts around 230.000 
inhabitants (CBS, May 2018) spread over 
seven districts which are:

" e city center (Het centrum)
Strijp
Gestel
Stratum
Tongelre
Woensel Zuid
Woensel-Noord

Magni! ed by factories as Philips, DAF 
and Campina the city Eindhoven 
increased. " e development of technol-
ogies where this city was known for is 
still present by the Technical university 
which is close to the city center and the 
High Tech Campus which is located in 
the south of the city. Characterized by 
De Dommel, a natural river through 
Eindhoven, the center has been divided 
from the east of Eindhoven. 

In ! gure 1 is visible by color that all 
regions are separated in functionalized 
clusters and that greenery has been 
pushed aside.    

! g. 1. Map of Eindhoven (2018) separated into the city center (purple), industries (light purple),  parks (green), 
leisure activities (light green), residential areas (orange), sport areas (blue), technological organizations (yellow), 
healtcare institutions (red) and the airport (grey).
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CANAL ZONE
On initiative of the city of Eindhoven 
Het ‘Eindhovensch kanaal’ was realized 
between 1843 and 1846. Through 
its direct connection with the Zuid-
Willemsvaart, Eindhoven became 
connected with Maastricht and ‘s 
Hertogenbosch. " e possibilities that 
then arose in the ! eld of industry led to a 
new industrial zone concentrated around 
the canal at the east of Eindhoven. 
(Korenberg, 2015)
Before the world war there were only 
a few factories at the beginning of the 
canal, for example the municipal gas 
plant. Short after the second world 
war industry changed the former rural 
character of Stratum on both sides of the 
canal. With big factories as the DAF and 
the Campina the canal zone become an 
industrial area. 
With ‘De Ring’, a road that connects 
Eindhoven with surrounding villages, 
completed in 1966,  companies were less 
dependent on the canal. Eventually this 
decrease led to the closure of the canal 
for shipping in 1974. Nowadays it only 
has a recreational function. 
Some of the companies which were 
settled in the canal zone moved away 
from the city center. " is led to empty 
buildings, including those situated on the 
Campina terrain. According to the 

munic ipa l i t y  o f  E indhoven  a 
transformational design of the canal 
zone could be the solution to turn this 
abandoned industrial area into a more 
vibrant, attractive  area for both residents 
and tourists. " e Campina could be a 
! rst step into transforming the entire 
area (Gemeente Eindhoven, 2017).
Our idea prepared by, Tim Steeghs, 
Mark Bonnenberg and myself for the 
transformation of this entire canal zone 
into a green park with a mix of leisure, 
living, food and new industries has been 
added as an attachment (see appendix I).

LOCATION 
The site of the campina terrain is 
restricted by ‘Het Eindhovensch kanaal’ 
on the north, by ‘De Ringweg’ on the 
east, the Dirk Boutslaan in the south 
with a business park with an industrial 
character and a business park in the 
west. " e fact that the Campina terrain 
is located this close to the canal and the 
‘De Ringweg’ made it unique in terms 
of transport.

! g. 2. Aerial view on the Canal-zone with the borders of Campina indicated by red dotted lines. (2017)
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CAMPINA FACTORY
Coöperatieve melkinrichting ‘St. Joseph’, 
a combination of manual force factories 
Strijp and Zeelst, was one of the ! rst 
machining processors of Milk in the 
South of the Netherlands. " ey started 
in a small factory in the Domelstraat in 
Eindhoven in 1917. A% er taking over 
‘Moderne’ in 1919 which was a direct 
rival the company started to grow and 
needed to move location in 1925. Soon 
the temporary fabric on the Paradijslaan 
became too small and new plans were 
made for a new building that opened 
in 1929. A% er the increasing demand 
for milk products multiple companies 
fused together in 1947 and became ‘De 
Kempen’, Campina in Latin. 
Between 1957 and 1961 Campina 
Eindhoven was built in the canal-zone 
next to the canal. " is new location had 
its advantages regarding accessibility, it 
directly connected to the Eindhovensch 
Kanaal and with the plans for the new 
Ringroad it would be connected to the 
surrounding villages from 1966.  

With a capacity of eventually 80 million 
kilograms of milk processed per year 
the terrain with a spacious layout 
became indispensable. " e construction 
of the functionally set factory was 
determinative, but thanks to architect 
Jean Huysmans attention was paid to 
architecture for the plans of Campina. 
Fuséeroofs, transparent facades and 
masonry featured Campina, until it 
needed to expend. Without thinking 
about architecture these extensions 
were built in a hurry. Together with 
innovation (replacing horses for trucks), 
they increased the productivity. It also 
negatively changed the appearance of 
Campina from spacious layout to an 
amalgamated block.             

The dairy factory

! g. 3.  " e canal with Campina Eindhoven on the le%  side. (1966). 
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! g. 4. Aerial view on Campina Eindhoven (2018). 

! g. 5. View on the eastern stairwell.

LAYOUT OF THE TERRAIN
At the west side of the Campina terrain 
the warehouse divides the rectangular 
looking terrain from the directly 
adjacent timber trade.  " e maximum 
usage of the plot lines which caused the 
slanted shape of the warehouse ensured 
that the complex could demarcate itself 
as a self-directed factory. " is fenced 
o#  functional complex is not totally 
enclosed. So is the milk reception 
situated outside the fence, causing 
accessibility for trucks that deliver milk. 
" is milk reception is located at the 
canal side and is as the starting point of 
the production process directly linked 
to the milk factory. " e centralized 
milk factory is due to the later built 
extensions connected to the ice factory. 
On the north-east side of the terrain, 
parallel to the Hugo van der Goeslaan, 
there was the former shop which served 
goods to the community and there was 
a paper storage. All these buildings 
that are connected through function 
were observed by the o/  ce which is 
located at the south-east corner. " is 
building situated at the Dirk Boutslaan 
contains the canteen, which operated 
as a gathering place for administrative 
assistants, supervisors and employees. 

Analysis of the buildings
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! g. 7. Wall painting by Harry Koolen.

! g. 8. View on the eastern stairwell. ! g. 9. View on the eastern stairwell.

OFFICE
Originally the o/  ce was a two stories 
high building wherein meetings took 
place and administration was done. 
Short a% er the opening they realized 
that the building had not enough space, 
therefore they  decided to expend the 
building vertically. In the same archi-
tectural style Ir. H.G.A. Reef designed 
the addition. Only minor changes in 
terms of architecture were made, like 
the protruding concrete columns that 
were originally rising above the roof 
edge, were now covered by a concrete 
kerb which serves as a roof edge.  
On the inside, behind the main en-
trance, a 865x275cm big wall painting  

from Harry Koolen was made for the 
o/  cial opening of the dairy factory. It 
resembles the city of Eindhoven, with
the church of St. Catharina in the back 
and the life of dairy farmers, which 
are using strainers and milk churns. 
(koolen, 2018)
VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Red-orange brick (upright brickwork)
- Façade high protruding concrete 
  columns
- Concrete parapets
- Steel window frames
- Visible staircase
- " e canopy

! g. 6. view from the Dirk Boutslaan on the o/  ce
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! g. 11. Canteen with the unique lightbulbs. 

fig. 12. Laundry room in the basement with 
Waterbassins.

! g. 13. Small square windows and airvents in the 
basement.

! g. 10. View from the Hugo van der Goeslaan on the canteen
CANTEEN
Directly connected to the o/  ce, the 
canteen formed a gathering space for 
all the employees of the dairy factory. 
Before their shi%  started and a% er it 
ended sta#  members were allowed to 
make use of the unshared dressing- and 
laundry rooms which are located in the 
closed basement of this building. " is 
private space with incorporated small 
square windows, is totally in contrast to 
the public, open ! rst $ oor.  

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Centrally placed wash basins in the           
  basement.  
- Closed substructure with the typical  
  square windows
- Transparent superstructure with a 3x2   
  ratio
- Concrete rounded columns 
- Continuous $ ow box 
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! g. 15. Interior boiler room with the staggered, small, square windows . 

! g. 16. Clock with open dialwork and the chimney . ! g. 17. Dividing wall between the ice factory and 
the boiler room.

! g. 14. View from the Hugo van der Goeslaan on the ice factory. 
ICE FACTORY
Inside this approximately 30x49m 
big building Campina produced its 
ice. " is building with fusée roofs is 
characterized by a centralized two 
stories high middle axis running from 
east to west. " e included boiler house, 
located at the east side, is connected to 
the 45 meters high chimney that forms 
the eye-catcher of this landmark. What 
makes the east façade of this building 
even more special is the open dial clock 
on the wall and the staggered, small 
square windows which draw the atten-
tion of the passerby.  

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Fusée roofs (that play no role in the    
  façade)
- Concrete square columns
- Red-orange brick (Flemish brickwork)
- Two stories high protruding concrete    
  frames 
- Staggered typical square windows
- " e clock with an openwork dial
- " e chimney with glazed blue brick  
  letters CAMPINA
- Steel window frames with 10 open 
  ings 
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! g. 19. Production hall of the milkfactory.

! g. 21. Honeycomb tiles .

! g. 20. View from the top$ oor towards the city.

! g. 22. Interior image of the milk factory.

! g. 18. View from the Kanaaldijk Noord on the milk factory. 
MILK FACTORY
" e milk factory contains a production 
hall with a spectacular height wherein 
employees produced the milk. " is 
dairy factory forms an important pic-
ture of the Campina complex in both 
function and expression. " e highest 
building on the plot has a functional 
façade, a poured concrete construction 
with concrete window frames and steel 
windows, and has fusée roofs in north-
clear direction, which together give 
a kind of grace to the overall picture. 
" e transparent façade allows lots of 
daylight to enter the building, but also 
causes a lot of heat in the summer, 
therefore some windows were covered 
to block the sun. 

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Honeycomb tiled $ oor
- Square concrete columns
- Fusée roofs
- Hall-like structural layout
- Concrete functional façade
- Transparancy
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! g. 24.Bridge connecting the milkreception and the milk factory. 

! g. 25. View from within the bridge. ! g. 26. Interior image of the narrow milk reception.

! g. 23. View from the Kanaaldijk Noord on the milk reception
MILK RECEPTION
As the name states the function of this 
building was to receive and temporally 
store delivered milk from local farm-
ers. " is two stories high building is 
directly connected to the milk factory 
through a bridge on the ! rst $ oor 
which more or less merges the build-
ings. Beside the physical connection 
the appearance is also comparable to 
the milk factory.  " e poured concrete 
construction visible in the plane of the 
façade, the concrete window frames 
and the steel windows. 

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Red-orange brick (upright brickwork)
- Elongated component
- Bridge
- Concrete functional façade 
- Integrated concrete columns 
- Canopy 
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! g. 28. Bridge connecting the milkreception and the milk factory. 

fig. 29. View from the Dirk Boutslaan on the 
remained wall.

! g. 30. Fusée roof with incorperated glass bricks.

! g. 27. View from the Kanaaldijk Noord on the warehouse
WAREHOUSE
Used as a storage/garage of in ! rst in-
stance horses, materials and machines 
and later as a garage for company cars 
the warehouse was the biggest building 
on the plot. Boundaries of the terrain 
determined its width and its triangular 
shape. " e solid building has a more 
transparent appearance towards the 
milk factory, creating a visual connec-
tion, which is a bit interrupted by the 
brick parapet. During the years it has 
been extended multiple times, whereby 
the additions blocked its transparent 
character. 

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Fusée roofs with incorporated glass     
  brick windows
- Curved windows add transparency in   
  the façade 
- Functional façade
- Preserved horse stable
- Concrete construction
- Red-orange brick (semi-brick bond)
- Remaining wall of the later 
  demolished addition
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! g. 32.South facade of the former shop

! g. 33. Rhythmn of the east facade of the shop. ! g. 35. East facade of the paperstorage.

! g. 34. Exterior of the paper storage.

! g. 31. View from Hugo van der Goeslaan on the former shop and the paper storage. 
SHOP
In here locally made goods as milk, yo-
ghurt and ice were sold until it changed 
to a laboratory and a small o/  ce in the 
last quartile of the 20th century. With 
this change in function the appearance 
of the building also changed, it did get 
more modest, but its structural layout 
was kept.
PAPER STORAGE
" e smallest building on the terrain 
was extended in the late 60’s with a gas 
station. 

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Concrete column structure
- Brickwork in! ll (yellowish)
- Rectangular shaped
- Purely functional layout
- Rhythmn
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! g. 37.Loading docks on the inside.

! g. 38. Steel structure secured by poured concrete. ! g. 39. Direct view on the loading docks.

! g. 36. View from the Dirk Boutslaan on the loading docks.
EXTENSION
As a response to the increase in de-
mand for Campina products, Campina 
Eindhoven needed to grow.  " e cur-
rent buildings were not big enough to 
absorb this change, therefore extensions 
were built. Campina grew in stages and 
enlarged its capacity. " is functional 
approach whereby architecture was 
le%  out gave place to multiple loading 
docks from where big trucks could take 
the products and deliver it throughout 
the country. Eventually the extension 
encapsulated the milk factory on three 
sides and the ice factory on two sides.  

VALUABLE ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Steel structure.
- Functionallity 
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SIMILAR ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES:
- Repetition 
- Concrete supporting structures  
  (round and rectangular columns)
- Transparency 
- Verticality
- Rhythm 
- Functional layouts
- Materialization (concrete, masonry, -  
  concrete frameworks, steel window  
  frames and glass)
- Space around the building (for pos 
  sible extensions)

VALUABLE OR UNVALUABLE
" e later built extensions around the 
ice factory and the milk factory block 
the valuable original layout of the plot, 
therefore they become unvaluable and 
should be removed in order to bring 
Campina back to its original state.
" e rest of the original buildings 
should be preserved and transformed, 
in accordance to the historical, original 
designs of Campina, to adapt to its new 
function.

CONCLUSION
As a former milk factory Campina was 
important for Eindhoven. Eindhoven 
was going hand in hand by the name 
recognition of Campina and created em-
ployment opportunities for Eindhoven 
and its surroundings. With architec-
tural features such as the ‘’Fuseedaken’’ 
(arched roof constructions made with 
ceramic pot tubes with integrated open-
ings for daylight) and the monumental 
chimney, with written in blue-glazed 
bricks CAMPINA, strikes as a landmark.  
(Erven, 2018)
" e complex contains multiple build-
ings, each with their own functions, that 
formed an indispensable part for the 
dairy process. Vertically orientated by 
a rhythmic re$ ection of columns these 
simplistically shaped, transparent build-
ings were designed as functional shelters.  
" e original designs of the milk recep-
tion, the milk factory and the ice factory 
are constructed as halls, empty spaces, 
! lled in with nonstructural separation-
walls. All buildings are partly erected 
in brickwork and they have concrete 
columns, which all together show some 
kind of unity in architectural appear-
ance. " ese structures of columns make 
Campina slightly $ exible and adjustable 
for later transformations.  
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! g. 44. Gathering spaces.

! g. 43. Support.

! g. 42. Connection.
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CONNECTION
" e milk reception, the milk facto-
ry and the ice factory were the most 
essential buildings on the plot. " ese 
centralized buildings are related to each 
other through function and physical 
contact. " e milk reception and the 
milk factory are connected by a bridge 
on the ! rst $ oor and the ice- and 
milk factory are connected through a 
basement.   

SUPPORT
To ensure that the production process-
es ran as smoothly as possible, inspec-
tions on machines were carried out 
occasionally. All needed supplies were 
stored in the warehouse as well as spare 
components. In case of a breakdown 
this ideally nearby situated supportive 
place prevented long shut downs. 

RELATION
" e canteen formed a gathering place 
for all employees. Here they were able 
to change into their work clothes and 
gather together having lunchbreaks. For 
the employees in the warehouse there 
was also the possibility to have their 
lunch in a small room of the warehouse  
near the canal. 

! g. 41. Ice making process.! g. 40. Milk making process.
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MILK PROCESS
Considering the fact that everything 
had to be functionally optimized 
buildings were placed in a logical order. 
From the arrival of the milk at the milk 
reception in the north towards to the 
loading docks in the south. First the 
milk got stored in tanks, then it was 
tested and a% erwards it got transported 
through pipes to the top deck of the 
milk factory. " erea% er it got tested 
again in the laboratory, where the 
possibility was to add chemicals to the 
milk to turn it into long-life milk. " en 
it went to the production hall in where 
it got packed. Depending on the type of 
milk it was then temporarily stored in 
or outside a refrigerator until it ! nally 
was loaded into one of the trucks.  

ICE PROCESS
" e ice factory was a self-contained 
building for the production of ice. Just 
like the milk production the process 
starts in the north and ends in the 
south. In the addition on the north 
it had its own reception for goods. 
Adjacent to this reception there was 
a storage for tanks and for packaging 
materials. From here it went to the 
laboratory on the ! rst $ oor where they 
checked the fresh milk. " en the ice 
was manufactured and packed on the 
ground $ oor. A% erwards it got tempo-
rarily stored in the freezer, until one of 
the trucks would deliver it to its ! nal 
destination somewhere in or near the 
Netherlands.   
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! g. 48. View on the canal.

! g. 47. Campina without the addition.
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ENSEMBLE
In order to bring the Campina facto-
ry back to its architectural glory, the 
temporary extensions that were built 
due to the lack of space need to be de-
molished. " is responds to the original 
thoughts of architect Jean Huysmans, 
whereby openness, functionality and 
architecture were of great importance.

SIGHT
By this removal all the original facades 
will be brought back as well as their 
original views. " e sight towards the 
canal which was primarily blocked 
by the extension will open up again, 
strengthening the relation between the 
Campina and the water.    

CONCLUSION
" e terrain has been arranged in such 
a way that all buildings contribute to-
wards its main aim, which is producing 
and selling milk products. 
It contains a centralized place of pro-
duction with serving places, such as 
the warehouse and the paper storage, 
which are smartly placed against the 

end of the plot boundaries, surround-
ing it. Its sales and administration was 
arranged from within the o/  ce and 
goods were sold locally from the shop. 
" is self-su/  cient complex is seen 
from the business perspective strate-
gically structured in terms of location, 
placement concerning production and 
future possibilities. 

! g. 45. Accessibility. ! g. 46. Serving milk products.
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ACCESSIBILITY 
" e self-sustained terrain has an en-
closed appearance thanks to the fence 
that runs around the entire complex. 
On the side of the canal a sliding gate 
allowed entry to trucks that came to 
deliver the milk, on the east side it 
o# ered the employees entrance to the 
terrain and on the south side it opened 
up to trucks which were picking up the 
end products for transportation. 
Further there are openings three 
overhead doors in the warehouse at the 
side of the canal which allow entry to 
suppliers of parts. 
From the Kanaaldijk zuid and the Dirk 
Boutslaan the milk reception and the 
O/  ce are accessible through their own 
entries.   

SERVING QUALITY
" e 80 million kg of milk that was 
processed per year provided the local 
population with 36 million kg of milk 
products to per year. Approximately 
two million ice-creams per week were 
produced in the ice factory since the 
installation of the new ice machine in 
1962. Per day 110.000 bottles of milk 
and 29 other milk products were man-
ufactured each day.   (Korenberg, 2015)
All locally manufactured milk products 
that were made inside the milk factory 
and the ice factory were sold from 
shops. " e former shop on the north-
east corner of the complex provided 
the direct neighbourhoods with milk 
products and brought by trucks to 
shops further away other neighbour-
hoods were provided as well.  
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According to Steven Holl: ‘’" e hybrid 
building is a specimen of opportunity 
which has the mixed-use gene in its gene 
code.’’ (group, 2014) 
A mixed up program strategically 
fused into a structure with a functional 
purpose that generates a kind of 
intimacy between private- and public life 
and produces constant activity. An ideal 
manner of circulation that responds to 
the arrangement of the users wishes and 
demands in combination with internal 
spatial organization. A combination of 
working, living and leisure based on 
the future instead of tradition. A well 
thought-out way of designing based on 
the social aspect of interlinked shared 
areas whereby each space depends on its 
adjacent space. 

Urban development is mostly privatized, 
enclosed, hybrid solutions aim to create 
structures that collaborate with their 
context and change the closed character 
into an open, inviting character. Linked 
Hybrid seen in ! gure 49 adapts to this 
concept through its many passages and 
public spaces which make it an open city 
within the bigger city. (architects, 2018)
Hybrid can be considered as a way of 
activating a building and its surrounding 
urban fabric. It combines programs 
of entire cities  and becomes a sort of 
self-sustaining microcosm. Through 
developments the closed historical 
defensive walled cities evolved into an 
open contemporary cities. 

! g. 49. Linked Hybrid in Beijing, China, designed by Steven Holl.  (architects, 2018)

Meaning of a hybrid
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! g. 50. Unit building Raymond Hood. (Ranker, 2018) ! g. 51. Rockefeller Center Raymond Hood. (Khan 
Academy, 2018)

UNIT BUILDING (1930)

" e Daily News building in New York 
designed by Raymond Hood houses 
a small envisioned headquarter with 
editorial o/  ces and a printing press to 
immediately distribute the daily news to 
New York. Further does this unit build-
ing accommodate apartments leading to 
extra income for the client, facilitating 
the new identity of the Times Square 
newspaper.(“" e Daily News Building”, 
2018)

ROCKEFELLER CENTER (1933)

" e largest pre-war privately owned 
amusement and business complex of 
America has been designed by a team of 
architects with Raymond Hood as the 
lead architect. A twelve-acre urban site 
in New York with ten di# erent units, 
representing a culmination of skyscrap-
ers, bring public and private activities to-
gether and create a positive contribution 
to the urban life of New York.
(“Rockefeller Center by Raymond Hood 
at GreatBuildings”, 2018)

Hybrids could be based on the 
multifunctional tower that houses all 
daily activities underneath one roof, 
like the unit building seen in ! gure 50, 
conceived by Raymond Hood. Hybrids 
can also be a combination of single 
buildings that together form organized 
city complexes, as the Rockefeller Center 
from Raymond Hood seen in ! gure 51 
on the right page.
A hybrid building shows personality, 
welcomes complexity, varied programs 
and diversity. It is the crux of mixing 
interdependent, unexpected activities 
resulting into volume. Ideally its 
sociability demonstrates in a 24/7 
scheduled, non-stop activity regulated by 
both private use and the accessibility of 
the public. Hybrid cannot be regarded as 
one single typology, but as an unmerged 
set of typologies. 
The Hybridization processes mixes 
uses. It combines all sorts of structures, 
for example steel and concrete and it 
combines construction, dry and wet. 
" e driving force of hybrid is mixing 
functions, creating a network whereby 
weaker activities become part of the 
bigger program. Hybrids are built on 
dense grounds that not necessarily 
forms a constraint for hybrid solutions. 
It can be a single superstructure or a 
superblock, therefore scale depends on 
the section of horizontal and vertical 

program. By in$ uence of urban strategies 
plots can become a hybrid composition 
that interrelated with surrounding space, 
cities that become a representing domain 
of architecture. Its program is the biggest 
in$ uencer for scale as mixing implies 
size and form is no longer a result of 
function, but stems from unity.
Steven Holl says: ‘‘Each new public 
space formed by hybrid contains living, 
working, recreation and cultural facilities. 
" ese new pedestrian sectors eliminate 
the need for automobile transfer across 
the city. " ey become localized ‘social 
condensers’ for new communities.’’

Like the condenser, a constructivist 
method in architecture that focusses on 
social behavior, the hybrid is a result 
of functional reasoning. Opposed to a 
condenser the hybrid is open to strangers 
and encourages contact. Instead of being 
in an isolated location it is adapted into 
the urban fabric . In terms of users a 
hybrids program and schedule can be 
seen as diverse as a city. 
Single-use-buildings for example o/  ce 
buildings are active for a small part of 
the day, as a result of this inactivity 
commercial fabrics are destructed. 
Campina is currently also a single-use, 
inactive complex that may become active 
by a new multi-functional program-
matic interventions.
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ANALYZED BUILDINGS:

-  Linked Hybrid Beijing
- Timmerhuis Rotterdam
- Vanke Center Shenzhen
- Brouwhuis Breda
- Unité D’habitation Marseille
- Bryghusprojektet Copenhagen
- Markthal Rotterdam

ANALYZED THEMES:

       Interwoven program
       Distribution of functions 
       Accessibility 
       Transitions 
       Routing.
       Integration of greenery

As indicated in the introduction hybrid 
could be the solution that opens up the 
former self-contained Campina complex. 

In the following analysis several build-
ings, chosen from the book “ " is is hy-
brid ” from a+t architecture publishers,  
have been analyzed on their impulsion 
on the urban fabric, their intertwining 
functional layout, the distribution of 
functions, the accessibility, their tran-
sitions and their routings. To align the 
plan to the masterplan the integration 
of green on each project has also been 
described .    

" ese buildings, explained in words 
and by an analysis of the most impor-
tant $ oor plans and sections, give an 
indication on the translation of hybrid 
in architecture. Besides program, the re-
lation public vs. private will be analyzed. 
" is indicates how and where interesting 
interactions take place.

Besides the from “" is is Hybrid ” 
chosen examples a transformational 
design of the Brouwhuis Breda has been 
analyzed in order to see if hybrid could 
be achieved in transformational designs. 

Additionally the Unité D’habition has 
been analyzed to explain the di# erence 
between a social condenser, that has 
been o% en confused with a monolith 
hybrid, and a hybrid.   

Two indepth analysis of the Bryghus-
projektet and the Markthal Rotterdam, 
which will be equal in size to new 
design, form case studies that will be the 
basis of the new design.  
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! g. 53. View from the skybridge on the courtyard. (architects, 2018)

! g. 54. Interior image of the public street. (architects, 
2018)

! g. 55. View on the sky-loop. (architects, 2018)

Linked Hybrid

GENERAL DATA
Architect: Steven Holl
Location: Beijing, China

Plot area: 61,800 m2
Gross ! oor area: 221,000m2
Floor area ratio: 2,63
Covered Area: 25,0%

LINKED HYBRID
" is pedestrian-oriented complex 
forms an inviting urban space of Bei-
jing since 2009. Open to public from 
all sides this open city within a city is 
activated through the shops, restau-
rants, schools and a cinema on the 
ground $ oor, the public street connect-
ed by sky bridges from the 12th to the 
18th $ oor that includes places as swim-
ming pools, galleries, cafés etc. and  
the public roof gardens on top of the 
lower buildings. " is sky-loop together 
with the base-loop on the ground $ oor, 
together with the apartment units gen-
erates a constant activity with random 
relationships and interactions. 
(“Linked Hybrid / Steven Holl Archi-
tects”, 2009)

! g. 52. Aerial view on Linked hybrid (architects, 2018).
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! g. 57. Program seen in section. 
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DESIGN

" e three dimensional urban space as it 
has been called by Steven Holl was in-
tended as a reaction on the monolithic, 
mono-functional skyscraper. (“Steven 
Holl Discusses Beijing’s Linked Hybrid, 
7 Years A% er Completion”, 2015)
A combination of eight residential 
towers and one hotel tower, connected 
by sky bridges, are organized in such 
a way that movement, sequence and 
timing have been taken into account. 
" e experience of space that it gener-
ates changes every times by the use of 
slight ramps up and down and by on 
purpose designed turns. " e circu-
lar public loops one on ground $ oor 
(visually connected) and one in midair 
(physically connected) encircle a public 
garden and break the tradition of indi-
viduation and privatized cities. (Turner, 
2009)

CONCLUSION

" is city complex of fabric hybrids has 
strongly, physically been connected by 
sky bridges that due to their di# er-
ence in height, although it has the 
same architectural appearance, and its 
transparency re$ ect a public, inviting 
character. " e mix/stacking of program 
ensures that Linked Hybrid does not 
only open up on ground $ oor level, but 
continues in the sky-loop. Due to this 
public street, between the 12th and the 
18th $ oor, it shows its direct environ-
ment of Beijing and attracts visitors 
that want to get a great view over the 
city.
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! g. 59. View at the glass entrance boxes. (Steven Holl architects, 2018)

! g. 60. Interior image Vanke Center. (Steven Holl 
architects, 2018)

! g. 61. Interior image Vanke Center. (Steven Holl 
architects, 2018)

Vanke Center, Shenzhen

GENERAL DATA
Architect: Steven Holl
Location: Shenzhen, China

Plot area: 82,438 m2
Gross ! oor area: 120,445m2
Floor area ratio: 0,80
Covered Area: 29,0%

VANKE CENTER
" is 35 meters high horizontal sky-
scraper that has been completed in 
2009 is as long as the Empire State 
building is tall. It hovers above a 
tropical garden in Shenzhen and unites 
the headquarters for the Vanke Co. ltd, 
apartments, a hotel and o/  ce spaces. 
Located below ground level are a spa, a 
conference center and a parking garage. 
Above the parking garage there is a 
health centrum which is also accessible 
from the ground $ oor. Further does 
the public garden level contain several 
shops and numeral entrances to the 
earlier mentioned functions above.     
(Holl, 2009)

! g. 58. View at the Vanke Center. (Steven Holl architects, 2018)
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! g. 63. Program seen in section. 

! g. 62. Public program of the ground $ oor.  
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DESIGN
" e 35 meter height limit made Steven 
Holl architects decide to build a hori-
zontal skyscraper. On eight legs this 
building appears to $ oat on a higher 
sea above the largest possible public, 
green space. " e unorthodox shape 
seen in ! gure 62 leads together with 
the Shenzhen windows (the sunken 
glass cubes) to a spectacular 360 degree 
view towards the South Chinese Sea 
and over the tropical landscape below. 
(Cilento, 2010)
With the speci! ed program inside the 
tsunami-proof building arranged as 
separate portions from le%  to right the 
transitions between each function are 
very present. " e public route that runs 
through the building through all di# er-
ent functions does not intend the level 
of interaction stuck to hybrid. Despite 
the wide range of users which mainly 
use the ground $ oor level with the scat-
tered shops, cafés and restaurants, this 
24/7 active complex can still be seen as 
a true hybrid.    

CONCLUSION
" is horizontally focused as monolith 
hybrid, but in appearance situated as a 
fabric hybrid, contains a mix of multi-
ple functions, connected by an internal 
route. Separated as three independent 
clusters a true connection is missing as 
well as the high level of interaction that 
usually comes with hybrids. 
In relation to the integration of green 
the hovered structure barely a# ects 
the park-like atmosphere. With minor 
visual blocks the setting will only 
slightly be in$ uenced. 
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! g. 65. View on the Timmerhuis from streetlevel. (Archdaily, 2018)

! g. 66. Interior image Timmerhuis. ! g. 67. Exterior of an apartment of the Timmerhuis. 

Timmerhuis, Rotterdam

GENERAL DATA
Architect: OMA
Location: Rotterdam, " e Netherlands

Plot area: 7,992 m2
Gross ! oor area: 48,480m2
Floor area ratio: 5,03
Covered Area: 96,9%

TIMMERHUIS
" is modular mixed used building of 
OMA that was ! nished in 2015 accom-
modates the municipal service, resi-
dential units and o/  ce spaces. A public 
passage runs through the buildings and 
is provided with small shops and cafés 
on one side and with an access to the 
new location of the Museum Rotter-
dam. In the former Stadstimmerhuis 
that was built in 1953 there are shops 
and bars which serve to the streets of 
Rotterdam. Further has this non-stop 
active building a parking garage where-
in all users could park their car(s). 
(“Timmerhuis”, 2018)

! g. 64. Aerial view on the Timmerhuis. (Designboom, 2018)
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! g. 69. Program seen in section. 
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DESIGN
" e modular building seems to $ oat 
as a pixelated cloud with two irregular 
peaks. " is feeling is strengthened by 
the change in façade whereby from the 
ground $ oor up to the repeated 7,2x7,2 
m2 units, corrugated sheets of glass are 
covering the entire height. " e inno-
vative structure that forms these units 
results in an adaptive space, whereby 
program could change over time. Two 
atriums that act like lungs bring in 
daylight and simultaneously generate 
interaction on multiple levels. " e 
visual interaction that occurs in the by 
OMA designed accumulated, func-
tional building transforms into direct 
interaction between multiple users on 
the shared terraces . On higher levels 
these gardens form a gathering place 
in the urban heart of Rotterdam. On 
the street level, the structure creates an 
enormous open space that encourages 
encounters between the new constantly 
active Timmerhuis and the city of Rot-
terdam. (“Timmerhuis / OMA”, 2015)

CONCLUSION
" is fabric hybrid composed by a mul-
tiplication of elementary units is func-
tionally inseparable above the commu-
nal plinth. " e highly $ exible structure 
makes the Timmerhuis ready for the 
future. " e two atriums generate visible 
interaction between multiple func-
tions causing programmatic awareness 
also from within the building. With 
communal shared terraces and a public 
plinth in the stacked programmatic di-
vision the Timmerhuis forms gathering 
places whereby multiple target groups 
interact.   
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! g. 71. View at the internal street. (“Marseille: Unité d’Habitation”, 2015)

! g. 72. Interior image. (Howarth, 2015) ! g. 73. Interior image. (Etherington, 2010)

Unité d’habitation

GENERAL DATA
Architect: Le Corbusier
Location: Marseille,  France

Plot area: m2
Gross ! oor area: m2
Floor area ratio: 
Covered Area: %

UNITË D’HABITATION
With the urge for housing close a% er 
the second world war Le Corbusier was 
asked to design a multi-family residen-
tial housing project in Marseille for 
people who were dislocated through 
the e# ects of the second world war. 
" e main focus of this project was 
communal living. Approximately 1600 
residents had to live, play and shop 
together in a “vertical garden city.” " e 
building is based on the idea of a villa 
within an functionally, optimized city, 
whereby spatial organization separates 
privacy (living), semi-privacy (com-
munal spaces) and publicity (shops).  
(Kroll, 2018)

! g. 70. View at the Unité d’habitation. (Panethos, 2018)
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In conclusion Unité D’habition is an 
unique, multi-functional building that 
generates constant activity, but which 
cannot be considered hybrid due to its 
relatively small impact as an public ad-
dition to Marseille and due to its lack 
in diversity. It is a social condensor.

DESIGN
" e building which resembles a steam-
ship is organized vertically whereby a 
communal garden city is placed on the 
roof which contains a club, a running 
track, a gym, a shallow pool and a kin-
dergarten, and whereby public shops 
and a restaurant are on the third-$ oor 
walkway ($ oor 7) and whereby a hotel 
is divided over the third and fourth 
walkway. (Cochrane, 2018)
Of course Le Corbusier implemented 
his ! ve points of architecture. On the 
ground $ oor the Pilotis (supporting 
structure) made it possible for the 
gardens, for the circulation and for a 
gathering place to run underneath the 
building. Further Le Corbusier choose 
to incorporate patios into the façade to 
enhance the horizontality in order to 
create an abstract ribbon window and 
! nally he ensured that there is a roof 
terrace for communal use.  
" e residential units within the build-
ing are unique for their spatial organ-
ization. An interior street (once per 
three $ oors) with units on both sides 
forms a hallway that allows entrance to 
all units. " is internal access ensures 
that the units surrounding the hall 
don’t need an outside gallery. " erefore 
the narrow apartments which all have a 
double height living room, emphasizing 
the openness, can optimize their view 
from the patio.  
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! g. 75. View on the Brouwhuis apartments from streetlevel. (TTRR, 2018)

! g. 76. Interior image of the ! tness area. (HMV, 
2018)

! g. 77. Beer and Barrels interior image. (Huijben, 
2017)

Brouwhuis, Breda

GENERAL DATA
Architect: HMV
Location: Breda, " e Netherlands

Plot area: 2754 m2
Gross ! oor area: 6150m2
Floor area ratio: 2,23
Covered Area: 68,0%

BROUWHUIS BREDA
" is transformational design of the 
former beer brewery De Drie Hoe! -
jzers which dated from 1887 to the new 
multi-functional design was completed 
in august 2017. " is unique industrial 
building has been transformed with 
attention to all important features 
of its history. Close to the center in 
the Spoorzone district of Breda this 
building is located ideally.  With a 
combination of working that includes 
o/  ce space, of leisure that includes a 
grand-café, a ! tness, a new brewery 
and a wellness and of living that in-
cludes 13 apartments, the Brouwhuis is 
a constant active building. 
(“Het Brouwhuis - TTRR”, 2018)

! g. 74. View on the Brouwhuis. (Jacobs, 2018)
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! g. 79. Program seen in the third $ oor. 

! g. 78. Public program of the ground $ oor.  

 Public
 Semi-public

 O/  ces 
 Commercial  functions

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

DESIGN
With special rooms as the 9 meters 
high boiler room and the machine 
room that has the same height and the 
brewing room with the cupper kettles 
this seven stories high building has his-
torical features that make it a unique. 
" e closed basement contains storage 
space an archive and an o/  ce. " e 
ground $ oor has a monumental hall 
with a fantastic entrance that leads to a 
$ exible ! tness space on the north and 
o/  ces in the north, the other sides are 
used for catering establishments. On 
the ! rst $ oor there is the grand café on 
the west, placed in the old boiler room. 
" e o/  ce and catering spaces continue 
on the second and the third $ oor where 
on the fourth $ oor there is only space  
reserved for o/  ces and apartments. 
" irteen apartments in total are dis-
tributed over the fourth, ! % h $ oor and 
the sixth and seventh $ oor are reserved 
as o/  ce space. (HMV, 2018)

CONCLUSION
" e transformation from a single-use 
beer brewery to a multi-functional 
building gave this historical impor-
tant, rich, recently empty shelter a 
second chance. " e change made this 
building due to the addition of living, 
protruding at one side and internally 
interwoven into the ensemble on the 
other side, a gra%  hybrid. " e now 24/7 
active building showcases its historical 
elements and simultaneously imple-
ments modern features that contradict 
in material and color. With visual 
connections and routings which run 
from one function to another, with 
almost impossible to see thresholds, it 
represents how hybrids could change 
empty historical shelters into active, to 
the urban fabric contributing, vibrant 
places.    
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! g. 84. Catering establishments.

! g. 86. Apartments.

! g. 85. Routing.

! g. 87. O/  ces.

! g. 80. Café.

! g. 82. Sports.

! g. 81. Entrance.

! g. 83. Open o/  ces.
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! g. 89. View at the Bryghusprojektet from the Christians Brygge road. (OMA, 2018)

! g. 90. Interior image Bryghusprojektet. (OMA, 
2018)

! g. 91. Interior image Bryghusprojektet. (OMA, 
2018)

Bryghusprojektet Copenhagen

GENERAL DATA
Architect: OMA
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark

Plot area: 12,275 m2
Gross ! oor area: 27,000m2
Floor area ratio: 1,40
Covered Area: 57,1%

BRYGHUSPROJEKTET
Opened to public on the 6th of may 
this in 2018 completed building trans-
formed the former " e Old Brewery 
site from a space for cars to a space for 
people. " is on the waterfront located 
sheltered public city creates an en-
counter between the harbour front, the 
Kierkegaard’s Square and the city and 
therefore gives an impulse to the city 
of Copenhagen. " e square multifunc-
tional volume absorbs the city’s life as 
an accessible, extrovert city block. With 
twenty-two privatized apartments for 
living, exhibition spaces, a book store, 
and a ! tness for leisure, an o/  ce with 
co-working spaces for working and a 
restaurant and a café to ful! ll the basic 
needs this stacked, layered building will 
be active 24 hours per day. 

! g. 88. View at the Bryghusprojektet from the water. (Metalocus, 2018)

(OMA, 2018)
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! g. 93. Program seen in section. 

! g. 92. Program of the ground $ oor with four staircases with elevators for each function.  

 Public
 Semi-public

 O/  ces 
 Commercial  functions

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

DESIGN
Two separate volumes on ground 
level form public entrances. " e space 
in-between, reserved for tra/  c, allows 
the city to meet the building and brings 
in people to the automated public 
carpark which is in the basement of the 
building.  
Along the quay wall a linear park $ ows 
that passes through the building. A 
playground that used to be on the plot 
has been incorporated into the building 
to invite the former user. During the 
evening this place acts as a semi-cov-
ered, terraced, open-air cinema, 
inviting an older target group. A wide 
audience ensured by all the functional 
cleverness and by its diversity appeals 
to every visitor. 
Ellen van Loon leader of this public 
OMA project says: “BLOX is a build-
ing that embraces the infrastructural 
challenges of its context. By radically 
intermingling urban functions, we blur 
the boundaries between the di# erent 
programs. " e DAC is at the heart of 
the building, surrounded by its objects 
of study: housing, o/  ces and park-
ing – permanently in $ ux, connecting 
various uses and users together, almost 
by chance.”(OMA, 2018)

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
" e $ exible open space that is caused 
by the column and truss structure 
prepares the building for future 
changes and extends the lifespan of the 
building. With isolated vertical access 
systems separated per function, the 
basement has been connected. " is 
separation leads to ease of use, but does 
not contribute to the hybrid gesture.    
PUBLIC VS PRIVATE
" e public streets extends to the inside 
of the building where the central 
organized public DAC exhibition 
space interacts with the (semi-)private 
o/  ces and the apartment units that 
are situated around this public core. 
With almost invisible transitions and 
no hard thresholds between public and 
semi-public functions, the spaces and 
the corresponding functions seem to 
blend together and thus contribute to 
the bigger picture which is the hybrid 
appearance. 
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! g. 95. Interweaving functions (le% ) and distribution of functions (right) 

 O/  ces 
 Commercial  functions

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

! g. 94. Accessibility and gathering places. 

 Public places 
 Semi-public places

ACCESSIBILITY
" e Bryghusprojektet forms a gather-
ing place in the dense urban context of 
Copenhagen. It spans over the Chris-
tians Brygge Road and connects a two 
public routes through the basement. 
Led by three entrances, two near the 
waterfront and one from the side of the 
Bryghusgade, this public route connects 
the pedestrian pathways on all sides. 
Via this route the entrances for the 
DAC, the restaurant and the staircases 
of the o/  ces and the apartments can 
be reached. Once inside semi-public, 
shared terraces integrated at the harbor 
side are used as gathering places for a 
mix of multiple functions. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS
As earlier mentioned the Bryghuspro-
jektet exists of multiple functions such 
as: Apartments, o/  ces, a restaurant and 
the Danish Architectural Center. All 
functions di# erent in scale are designed 
as functional blocks, mixed throughout 
the whole building and distributed over 
several layers. " is building draws a 
wide range of users whereby at some 
places expected or unexpected interac-
tions are created.  For example can vis-
itors of the DAC interact with residents 
while they explore the exhibition and 
the building. 
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! g. 96. Interaction between the di# erent functions.

 Commercial functions
 Visual interaction 

 Storage and parking
 Apartments
 O/  ces

CONCLUSION
With living, leisure, work and food re-
lated functions all incorporated inside 
this multifunctional building it forms 
a great example on how to organize 
hybrid buildings. It draws a wide range 
of users, a lot of interaction and gives 
an impulse to the urban context of Co-
penhagen. " is large scale building can 
therefore be called a true fabric hybrid. 

INTERACTION
" e main tra/  c route that runs 
underneath Blox creates a continues 
play between passenger and user. " e 
interaction between di# erent social 
classes extends on the inside on shared 
public terraces that are located in some 
portions of the building. In here visual 
connections on the exhibition space are 
o# ered, increasing the level of interac-
tion. " anks to some curtain walls that 
form the separation between two di# er-
ent functions every user gets visually in 
contact with its fellow user. 
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! g. 98. Interior view at the market with the food stands and the surrounding apartments. (Simons, 2018)

! g. 99. Apartments exterior. (Archdaily, 2014) ! g. 100. Apartment Markthal Rotterdam. (Archdaily, 
2014)

Markthal Rotterdam

GENERAL DATA
Architect: MVRDV
Location: Rotterdam,  " e Netherlands

Plot area: 13,802 m2
Gross ! oor area: 77,200m2
Floor area ratio: 3,78
Covered Area: 60,3%

MARKTHAL ROTTERDAM
Opened to public on the 6th of may 
Markthal Rotterdam, a hybrid of 
housing and a market hall. A building 
that was envisioned by MVRDV as a 
building with constant activity. With 
the public function of the market hall 
its implementation in the urban fabric 
formed an impulse to the city of Rot-
terdam. (Archdaily, 2014)

! g. 97. View at the main entrance of the Markthal and the outdoor food market. (Koenning, 2018)
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! g. 102. Program seen in section. 

! g. 101. Program of the ground $ oor with six staircases with elevators for each function. . 

 Public
 Semi-public

 Private

 O/  ces 
 Commercial  functions

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

DESIGN
In the Netherlands this concept was 
unique. Never had anyone tried to 
realize a covered market in the Neth-
erlands. Let alone, trying to combine 
apartments with a fresh food market, 
restaurants, food shops, a supermar-
ket and four layers of parking (with a 
capacity of approximately 1200+ cars). 
" is Horse shoe shaped building con-
tains 228 apartments in the arch and 
4600m2 of retail space. (MVRDV, 2018)
A few days per week there will be held 
an outdoor market which because of 
the transparency of the façade of the 
Markthal $ ows as  a seamless connec-
tion from outdoor to indoor market. 

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
" e horse shoe, arched shape leads 
to a wide span along the main axis of 
the building. " is $ exible, open space 
is used as a market space for market 
vendors and forms together with the 
adjacent shops the heart of the build-
ing. " e two ‘’solid’’, concrete sides 
shelter this gathering space. With a 
centralized place for elevators the four 
levels reserved for parking are linked 
with the market hall. For residents six 
isolated staircases , one is centralized 
and two are placed towards the ends of 
the building, allow residents to enter 
the apartments that start from the third 
$ oor. 
PUBLIC VS PRIVATE
" e central organized public space that 
is accessible from all sides interacts 
with the (semi-)private shops, restau-
rants and the apartment units that are 
situated around this public core. " e 
seamless transition from outside to 
inside forms no restriction in terms 
of privacy, but acts as an part of the 
public route that continues through the 
building.
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! g. 104. Interweaving functions (le% ) and distribution of functions (right) 

 Commercial functions
 

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

! g. 103. Accessibility and gathering places. 

 Public places 
 Semi-public places

ACCESSIBILITY 
Markthal’s accessibility on all sides 
ensures that the building has no direct 
backside. Two larges entries from a 
linear connection of the covered mar-
ket and on the more solid sides there 
are smaller entries and shop windows 
which reveal the underlying function.
Six separate entrances seen in ! gure 
104 are accessible from the shared 
parking garage and from the ! rst $ oor 
ensure that the inhabitants are able to 
reach their apartment. " ese entrances 
lead to elevators and double helix $ ight 
stairs, at the inner façade for the ! rst 
layers of apartments and at the outer 
façade for the top layers of apartments.  
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS
Because of the shape, the size and the 
location some of the apartments vary. 
" e smallest apartment is 80m2 and the 
largest penthouse is 300m2. All apart-
ments that lay on the outside of the 
Markthal are equipped with an outside 
terrace over the full width of the unit 
and the 24 penthouses have a wide roof 
terrace. (Archdaily, 2014) Under the 
residential function the commercial 
part is located with a parking garage 
below.
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! g. 106. Interaction between the di# erent functions.

 Commercial functions
 Visual interaction 

 Storage and parking
 Apartments

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, ‘De Markthal Rotterdam’ 
is a fabric hybrid in terms of merging 
multiple functions, for giving an im-
pulse to the urban fabric of Rotterdam, 
through its accessibility and through 
its variation in terms of apartments in 
relation to the broad target audience. 

INTERACTION
With all di# erent functions so close to 
each other boundaries seem to disap-
pear. As seen in ! gure 105 Residents 
are able to enjoy the vibrancy in the 
market from their apartments and 
visitors are able to see the shapes of the 
residents through the same small win-
dows. From the shared parking garage 
there is the ! rst view towards the mar-
ket hall, once arrived on the ground 
$ oor through vertical transport, the 
view widens and the visual connection 
with the surrounding start to appear. 
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! g. 107. Mixed-use layout. ! g. 111. Accesability.

! g. 112. Courtyard.

! g. 109. Vertical acces system.

! g. 114. External interaction.

! g. 108. Central core.

! g. 113. Internal interaction.

! g. 110. Public ground $ oor. 

My de! nition of hybrid derived from 
both the interpretations of Joseph Fenton 
and Steven Holl and the study of the 
example buildings can be interpreted 
as follows: Hybrid is merging multiple 
functions into a volume that generates 
constant activity and simultaneously 
gives an impulse to the city’s urban 
fabric, it is an accessible structure that 
aims for a broad target audience whereby 
visual connections and shared spaces will 
have an outcome of interaction.
On the right page simple, schematic 
drawings explain the features of a typical 
hybrid. " ese features are:
- A mixed-use layout.
- A central core with,
- A vertical access system.
- A Public accessible ground $ oor.
- Accesability
- An (inner) courtyard.
- Interaction between the functions.
- Interaction with the surroundings.
" ese features will be taken into account 
while (re)designing the Campina factory 
and the new buildings.  

Conclusion on hybrids



Main theme
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! g. 115. Lycée Hotelier de Lille.

! g. 116. Transparant box including catering. ! g. 117. Transparant box including hôtelerie.

PROGRAM PART FOOD AND 
DRINKS
In order to create a place where con-
stant activity takes place, working, 
living, recreation and basic live needs 
as eating and drinking should be taken 
into account. All corresponding func-
tions of daily rituals that ! t to these 
activities should be implemented in the 
former dairy factory.
To functionally connect all the di# erent 
buildings on the plot there will be an 
overarching theme dominated by food 
and drinks. " is will ensure that the 
terrain becomes attracting to tourists 
and that the Canal zone will change 
from an industrial zone uninviting area 
to a vibrant, lively region.  
" e terrain shall just like the Lycée 
Hotelier de Lille (" e Hotel school, 
located in Lille) shown in ! gure 115 to 
! gure 117 be in context of interaction. 
Transparent displays and open kitch-
ens explain and showcase the process 
from starting to end product. Hereby 
will fresh starting products as meat act 
like the fresh milk that was brought in 
from local livestock farms, processed in 
the glory days of Campina. Before the 
food related functions open these fresh 
products will be delivered. 

In addition, the plan will conceptually 
follow the same principles as Campina 
used to do. Hereby will imported fresh 
products and on own soil grown crops 
and fruits in ! rst instance be prepared 
for the direct environment. 
Additionally delivering services as 
Deliveroo and " uisbezorgd will supply 
the rest of the city with these delicious, 
honest products. 
" e chosen program for the in! ll of the 
existing and the new buildings on the 
Campina terrain will be supported by 
the characteristics of a hybrid. With the 
main theme of food and drinks con-
sisting of restaurants and food stands  
supplemented with new industries as 
a beer brewery and apartments, the 
terrain will become a 24/7 active fabric 
hybrid. 

Food and drinks
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! g. 118. Pop up market Manifesto Prague.

! g. 119. Pop up market Manifesto Prague east side. ! g. 120. Cultural fresh food from Manifesto Prague.

PROGRAM PART FOOD MARKETS
A food market is a place of great taste 
with great food, good drinks and 
culture. A place where people can 
meet and spend their time together. A 
place where people are introduced to 
the preparation of food that happens 
directly in front of the customer, the 
associated scents and the ! nal presenta-
tion of di# erent dishes. It is all about 
the experience that the open kitchens 
o# ers and the several minutes during 
journey from the fresh products to 
prepared food. 
Food markets could thanks to its diver-
sity in food be the possible restaurants 
of the future. With changing recipes 
and changing kinds of food stands it 
always o# ers the ‘’perfect’’ dish for 
every person. 
Nowadays central food markets in big 
cities are exquisite places were most 
tourist would like to walk, see, feel and 
taste the local culture. (Reisgids, D. G. 
,2017) 
" ere are multiple types of food 
markets, temporary pop up markets as 
the manifesto market in the heart of 
Prague and there are permanent mar-
kets as the Time Out Market in Lisbon. 

As an investigation on how to perma-
nently integrate the concept of the food 
hall into the Campina, two large food 
halls have been analyzed. " ese are 
the Time Out Market in Lisbon and 
the Vásárcsarnok in Budapest. Anoth-
er investigation has been done on the 
local Down Town Gourmet Market in 
Eindhoven to see if a new, bigger food 
market would be bene! cial for the city 
of Eindhoven .  
A% er the research regarding food 
markets the other functions will be 
discussed.  

Food markets
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" e food hall is so crowded every day 
that it becomes hard to ! nd an empty 
table. " erefore this food market which 
was opened in April 2017 already 
needed, thanks to its success, to expend 
from 450 to 650 seats. (De Vaan, 2017)

Hans Snoeijen, owner of the Down 
Town Gourmet Market in Eindhoven 
and winner of the ‘Best Hospitality 
Concept’, says: ‘’" ere is a long list of 
candidates that approached me to ! ll in 
the empty or to replace the unsuccess-
ful food stands. Enough to open a new 
food hall.’’ (De Vaan, 2017)

! g. 122. View on the courtyard. 

Reference project

Downtown market Eindhoven

DOWNTOWN GOURMET MARKET
Located at the Smalle Haven in-be-
tween the lively nightlife area and the 
shopping area of Eindhoven the Down 
Town Gourmet Market is located per-
fectly.  With the multicultural com-
munity, created by amongst others " e 
High-tech Campus and the Technical 
University of Eindhoven, the number 
one design and technology city asked 
for an eclectic eating and gathering 
sanctuary. (DTGM, 2018)

With 21 di# erent food stands all with 
multiple recipes and corresponding 
scents from around the world every 
customer could order, taste and share 
the food he likes. " erefore guest from 
di# erent nationalities can eat and drink 
together without having to argue on 
choosing a speci! c type of restaurant. 

! g. 121. Entrance of the Down Town Gourmet Market in Eindhoven
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! g. 123. Food stalls serving food to the street.

! g. 124. Interior street. ! g. 126. Centralized bar.

! g. 125. Inside seating area.

LAYOUT OF THE PLAN
" is popular food market that is 
opened six days a week from 12 to 
midnight (" is is Eindhoven, 2018) is 
situated parallel to the Smalle Haven. 
Accessible from the Catherinaplein, 
between the Concert Hall Dynamo and 
the restaurant Happy Italy, this street 
forms, with some food stands integrat-
ed in the façade, as seen in ! gure 123 a 
part of the entrance. " is focus to the 
street disappears inside the market. 
" is self-contained complex has an 
open courtyard that functions as the 
entrance and as the heart of the mar-
ket. " is centralized open air seating 
area is enclosed on three sides, there 
is a bar and restaurant that serves all 
kinds of meat in the south, in the west 
there is an old house wherein desserts 
are sold and on the north side there is 
an indoor food market. 
" is indoor food market is structured 
as a pendulum of adjacent food stands 
placed in an U-shape around a bar and 
several seating areas. " is covered mar-
ket forms the living and dining room 
in cold or bad weather. 

CONCLUSION
Eindhoven, the number ! ve biggest city 
of the Netherlands, needs to meet its 
expectations. With an amount of 650 
people that come to the Down Town 
Gourmet food market it has reached its 
capacity. " e remoted self-contained 
complex forms an example on how to 
organize a food market. " e relation to 
the street, the pendulum of food stands 
surrounding the seating area and 
the transition from inside to outside 
are qualities that must be taken into 
account. 
" e continuing demand for food mar-
kets and the non-expandable locations 
that Eindhoven already has form a 
logical answer to its functional imple-
mentation in the Campina complex.

DOES AND DON’TS 
As a contribution to the hybrid theme 
the duplicity of the food stands would 
contribute, as well as the open layout 
with the centralized seating places. For 
accessibility other solutions should be 
found. 
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Under the guidance of three Michelin 
star chefs the visitors are made aware 
of the local Portuguese appetizers, 
furthermore will their knowledge about 
the local culture be enhanced by local 
drinks and musical live performances. 
With a maximum stay of three years 
per business only the best shops and 
restaurants will be housed in the Time 
Out Market ensuring to always serve 
the very best products to Lisbon and its 
visitors.. (Timeout, 2017)

" e Time Out Market in Lisbon o# ers 
more than just foods and drinks. Sev-
eral days a month concerts are held for 
approximately 900 people. Also small 
cooking classes, for every type of cook, 
amateur to professional, are given to 
learn, perfect or to share the love for 
food.  

! g. 128. Concert at the Time Out Market in Lisbon. (Time Out, 2018)
TIME OUT MARKET LISBON
Composed by a team of Time out 
Portugal a concept has been aroused in 
2014 whereby the Mercado da Ribeira 
at Cais do Sodre in Lisbon, Portugal 
,that has been the main food market 
of Lisbon since 1892 (Lisbonlux, 2018) 
has been changed to a trendy spot for 
indecisive hungry travelers. 

With 2,8 million inhabitants and 13 
million overnight sleepers per year this 
75.000 square feet big tourist attraction 
with 32.000 square feet of food hall 
area, 24 restaurants, 8 food kiosks, 8 
bars, 1 nightclub, 4 shops and 800 seats 
had 3.1 million visitors in 2016. (Time-
out, 2017)

! g. 127. Mercado da Ribeira. (Lage, 2018) 

Reference project 

Time Out Market Lisbon
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! g. 129. Food court. (Lisbon Guru, 2018)

! g. 130. Traditional fresh food market. (Correia, 
2011)

! g. 132. Dome from the inside. (Lisbonlux, 2018)

! g. 131. Dome from the outside. (portugalupclose, 
2018)

LAYOUT OF THE PLAN
In the traditional stalls on the ground 
$ oor market vendors are selling fresh 
products as meat, ! sh, fruit and $ owers 
from 6 AM to 2PM as they would 
have done it 125 years ago. On the 
ground $ oor next to the traditional 
market there is a second food hall in 
the western part of the building which 
contains  food court that is opened 
every day.  From Sunday to Wednesday 
it is open from 10AM to midnight and 
from " ursday to Saturday from 10AM 
to 2AM.   (Lisbonlux, 2018)
Both food halls speak the same archi-
tectural language. " ey are hall-like de-
signs which have retail outlets integrat-
ed in the façade, facing the hall on both 
long sides on the ground $ oor. " ese 
are placed back to back in-between the 
two halls. " e iron interior, including 
the iron roof trusses that led to the 
openness, gave the Mercado da Ribeira 
, also called the Mercado 24 de Julho, 
an industrial character. " e height 
of the ceiling in combination with 
the length and the width of the hall 
ensured that the food stalls for fresh 
fruits, vegetables and $ owers in the 
traditional market formed the center of 
attention. In the food court the seating 
area and the centralized drink stalls 
form the heart of the space, which in 
its own way resembles the living area.
On the ! rst $ oor opened in 2015 there 
is a gallery, an information desk and a 

concert hall which is big enough for 
350 seated people or for 650 standing 
people depending on the length of the 
concert. " ese rooms are accessible by 
the oriental dome which is on top of 
the entrance 
On the outside at the west side, facing 
the Dom Luis I Square, there is a café 
that has a view towards the Jardin Dom 
Luis in which a kiosk café is situated 
that has a terrace with 250 seats. (Lis-
bonlux, 2018)
CONCLUSION
" is second most visited touristic at-
traction in Lisbon forms a real impulse 
on the urban fabric of Lisbon. With the 
functional layout this multifunctional 
building can be considered active from 
6 AM to at its latest 2 AM. Unfortu-
nately the traditional hall and the food 
court are only working as two together 
from 10AM to 2PM, but later on be-
come two coexisting, separate build-
ings. Also the gallery and the concert 
hall work as separate functions and do 
not contribute to the bigger picture. 
DOES AND DON’TS 
Implementing food stands in the sides 
of the buildings preserves the architec-
tural atmosphere that was once created 
and is de! nitely a DO. Don’ts are the 
separations in function.
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! g. 134. Central food market Budapest. 

VÁSÁRCSARNOK 
A% er open-air markets turned out to be 
bad for the public health, Vásárcsarnok, 
a food market in Budapest designed 
by architect Samu Petz, was built in 
1897. " e building that looks like a 
train station contains ! ve halls which 
cover and protected the fresh goods 
from the stank, the bad smells and the 
weather phenomena. In order to make 
this building stand out a masonry front 
with neo-gothic towers, shiny roofs 
with Zsolnaytiles and a central clock 
were made. (Reisgids, D. G. ,2017)

" e industrial iron interior with a met-
al roof make the building even more 
interesting on the inside than it is on 
the outside.     
As one of the best touristic attrac-
tions for both architecture and for its 
fresh local products as red Hungarian 
paprika, superb fruits and vegetables, 
it opens its doors every day, except for 
Sunday, from 6AM to 5/6PM. (Buda-
pest market Hall, 2012)

! g. 133. Front facade Vásárcsarnok Budapest. (Flying wings, 2018)

Reference project 

Central market hall Budapest
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! g. 135. View on top of the grouped food stalls.

! g. 136. food stalls at the northside. ! g. 137. food stands at the galery on the south side.

LAYOUT OF THE PLAN
" e self-contained market hall  is 
divided into three stories. On the 
ground $ oor there is a farmers market 
with food stalls. Grouped food stalls 
distanced from the sides, adjacent to 
the centralized walkway have been 
placed over the full width of each hall. 
Further are several food stalls placed 
against the façade, from where they sell 
a variety of colorful fresh products.
" e gallery on the ! rst $ oor that can 
be accessed by one of the four metal 
staircase runs all the way around the 
hall. On here food stands and bars are 
placed against the façade which togeth-
er with a small sitting area reserved per 
food stand make the gallery narrower 
with tra/  c gems as the result. Further 
there are stalls for local Hungarian 
wines and cra%  products as table linen.  
 " e space underneath the $ at roofs, 
in-between two halls and main axis 
underneath the hall which runs from 
northwest to southeast is reserved for 
human tra/  c. 
On the north side in the basement 
there are market stalls for fresh ! sh and 
for fresh meat and on the northwest 
side there is an in the 1990s opened 
modern supermarket. 

CONCLUSION
" is popular indoor food market 
near the city center of Budapest has 
a functional layout which was origi-
nally centered around the main axis. 
Later introduced food stalls against 
the façade make the market bigger, but 
simultaneously block the old facade 
which causes the sides to be darker. " e 
hallway next to it seen in ! gure 136  
feels even more narrower because the 
grouped food stalls only open up to the 
three other sides. Unfortunately this 
narrowness that negatively a# ects the 
grandeur continues on the gallery, with 
small paths between food stands and 
small seating areas this . 
Related in terms of function, but 
visually disconnected from the open 
ground $ oor, the hidden, dark base-
ment with the new modern supermar-
ket does not contribute to the bigness 
of the food market.

DOES AND DON’TS 
Creating narrow hallways between a 
scattered layout of food stands will 
create dark spaces and will de! nitely 
not be implemented in the new design. 
" e main axis that de! nes a passage on 
the other hand would be a contribution 
to the new design.   



Design principles
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! g. 142. Extending the buildings.

! g. 143. Extend the buildings.

! g. 141. Current state of Campina.

RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL PLAN
Adjustments to the current situation 
will bring back the original design of 
the Campina, with its openness, its 
space to breathe and its architecture. 
" e restored historical lay out, that 
does not contain the extensions and 
paper storage, will just like the apart-
mentblocks in the park, as discussed in 
the masterplan in the appendix, have 
enough space around it or nature.  

EXTENSIONS
All buildings have a certain direc-
tion that has been mainly formed by 
the direction of the roofs and by the 
location. To ‘’close’’ the terrain and to 
highlight the passage the o/  ce and the 
warehouse are extended horizontally. 
" e extension of the milk factory in all 
directions fused it with the milk recep-
tion. " e ice factory has been brought 
back to the its current shape.

COURTYARD STRUCTURE
In order to create a small di# erence be-
tween the di# erent buildings, each has 
a di# erent kind of courtyard explained 
in ! gure 143 Hereby inner-courtyards 
are connected to outer-courtyards form 
places of social interaction that togeth-
er with food and drink theme create 
the hybrid layout of the plan. 

! g. 138. Campina as an urban block.

! g. 139.Opening up to public.

! g. 140. Integrate nature.

ENCLOSED CHARACTER
As earlier mentioned urban devel-
opments are mostly privatized and 
enclosed and so is Campina. " e 
urban block in ! gure 138 represent a 
schematic inwards directed environ-
ment that seems not open for public. 
" erefore it could not form a touristic 
impulse for the city of Eindhoven in its 
current condition. 

BECOME INVITING
Urban blocks do not ! t the pro! le of 
hybrid. " erefore hybrid solutions aim 
to create an inviting character that col-
laborates with its context and attracts 
multiple target audiences. On all sides 
the urban block will have wide en-
trances between the buildings, allowing 
Campina to merge with the natural en-
vironment and allowing di# erent users 
to experience this hybrid complex.  

CHANGE OF DIRECTION
" e boulevard that runs along the 
canal currently ensures a brief look at 
Campina, but not the desirable stand 
still e# ect. By bringing in the recrea-
tional water into the Campina terrain 
a forced change of direction emerges, 
that changes the view and forces the 
passengers to choose either on   to en-
ter the passage and thus the terrain or 
to it and pass it a% er a closer look.

Design of the terrain
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PRIVATE COURTYARD
As the name suggests this courtyard is 
for private use only. " is small intro-
vert courtyard does not contribute to 
the idea of hybrid and will therefore 
not be brought back into the new 
design. 

SKELETON
" is courtyard is open to the street,  
therefore this from one side accessible, 
semi-public, U-shaped space could be 
seen as a connective boundary.

LIMB
As an internal or external fragment this 
courtyard connects to the street. Due 
to the internal in the building arranged 
routing , separated from the street this 
limb is accessible. Externally it can 
connects directly to the street. 

CONNECTING COURTYARDS
As a collaboration of multiple court-
yards connective courtyards are inde-
pendent places with a central semi-sep-
arated, shared space.

! g. 145. " ree types of courtyards, Connecting courtyards, Limb and Private courtyard.

INSIDE HEART
" is place of social interaction can be 
seen as an introvert world that has a 
centralized entrance on each side. Life 
takes place on the inside and therefore 
it forms an important gathering place. 

COURTYARDS
Courtyards can be seen as places of 
social interaction and are therefore 
essential to a hybrid plan. As seen in 
the ! gures above there are multiple 
kinds of courtyards that all have their 
own quailties. Each courtyard has its 
own features which have been discribed 
by an image and by words on these 
two pages. " ey will be approached 
as functional possibilties on how to 
organize volumes and optimize there 
accessibility. " is will be done in a way 
that interaction will be the outcome 
that will contribute to Campina as a 
hybrid complex.  

ARTERY
" is introvert place is more open to 
public than the inside heart courtyard. 
With multiple o# -centered entrances 
on each side it forms a meeting place 
with internal access to all separated 
boxes. 

! g. 144. " ree types of courtyards, Inside-heart, Artery and Skeleton.
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! g. 146. Existing buildings structure (in grey) with similar shaped additions (in green).

! g. 147. New layout of the plan as schematic shapes.

Campina is based on a functional layout 
and ‘’misses’’ a binding factor. Without 
a general type of architecture it seems 
like all buildings are separately placed in 
an open ! eld of pavement. In-between 
these buildings, in the open space, new 
volumes could create more cohesion 
between the existing structures.
During the years Campina tried to 
overcome the distances between 
buildings through an extension that 
grew and grew as a reaction to functional 
need. Consciously or unconsciously 
it clustered the milk factory and the 
ice factory and turned it into a gra% ed 
hybrid. 
" is growth had its advantages and 
disadvantages. Manufacturing space 
as a reaction to health conditions for 
employees and developments in the 
business world could improve working 
speed and job satisfaction. At the same 
time does the implementation of this 
concept a# ect the architecture. " is steel 
structure that is covered with a closed 
roof forms a shelter for any weather 
condition, but simultaneously leads to 
dark interior spaces and screened rich 
facades. 

As an attempt to create cohesion in the 
scattered landscape of the Campina 
hybrid is introduced. In combination 
with the strengths of the later build 
extension that merged separate 
buildings into clusters a concept arose. 
Hereby will additions (extensions in one 
or more directions), without losing the 
openness, narrow the gap between all 
buildings. " ereby will the continuation 
of structure (growth) fuse the existing 
and new buildings. " e shape of the 
existing building will be a starting point 
for the shape and indirectly the size and 
appearance of the new architectural 
layout.
In ! gure 146 and 147 the volumetric 
composition of the new, improved 
Campina terrain can be seen. Hereby 
form visually and physically connected 
volumes and courtyards transition 
spaces between the seperated clustered 
buildings. With a food and drink theme 
uniting the plot, equal or  close to equal 
heights and lots of interaction Campina 
will be changed into a hybrid complex. 
With a communal plinth that o# ers 
acces to all tourists and employees and 
an upperworld for the residents this 
divers complex attracts all kinds of 
users.  
On the following pages the design of 
! rst the public plint will be discussed 
a% er an overview of the ground $ oor 
on the next page, than the addition of 
the living areas and latter an indepth 
explanation on the design of milkfactory 
will be discussed.  
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! g. 148. Overview of the ground $ oor (the public plinth). 

Design of the public plinth
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! g. 148.3. North facade of the terrain (1:500)

! g. 148.2. Section 2 (1:500)

! g. 148.1. Section 1 (1:500)
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! g. 150. Floor plan of the food court that is located in the former warehouse.

     A bakery
     A bisquitery
     A cheese factory

     
     A nut roaster
     A chocolatier
     A pastry factory

     
     A yoghurt bar
     An Ice-cream parlour
     Indoor seating areas

     A butcher
     A meat smoker
     A Smoothie bar

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

THE FOOD COURT

" e food court will be similar to the 
Fassler Hall in Oklahoma city in Amer-
ica, seen in ! gure 149, with a setup of a 
hall surrounded by bars and restaurants,  
an outdoor seating area and seats placed 
underneath the covered roof. With 
that it highlights the buildings former 
qualities. For example will the central 
outdoor seating area form a self-con-
tained environment similar to that of the 
former warehouse. 

In here the visitors could enjoy the 
freshly prepared foods and drinks that 
are made in the Lycée Hotelier de Lille 
like showcases visible from both the 
street as from inside the hall. " anks to 
the transparency that it created and the 
direct sightlines which are in between 
each cluster of two food stands, it forms 
a connection with the location and the 
rest of the buildings situated in the park.  

Each cluster contains two areas reserved 
for production, marketing and sales and 
two smaller closed areas reserved for 
storage spaces. " e cluster of two indoor 
seating areas forms an exception where-
by one of the two supposed to be closed 
spaces is an open bar that sells beers and 
regular drinks to customers.  

fig. 149. Fassler Hall, Oklahoma, America. 
(Fitzsimmons Architects, 2018)
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! g. 151. Floor plan of the farming court.

     A co# ee roaster 
     A co# ee house  
     A lunchroom

A fruit and vegetable shop
A supermarket 
A covered seating area

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

FARMING COURT

Separated in the warehouse by a com-
munal bay that o# ers access to both the 
food court and the farming court, the 
farming court will host functions that 
support the farming theme. Supplied by 
the farming courts and the park with 
fruit trees a fruit and vegetable related 
shops shall sell fresh products. 

Similar structured as the food court 
the original remaining warehouse has 
been arranged. " e clusters continue at 
the west side of the building, covered 
outside terraces open up to the plot and 
interior seating areas interact with the 
park like surrounding. It all enhances 
the same atmosphere and architecture. 
With sight lines continuing in between 
the open boxes of the shops the view 
extends from outside to and inside, 
blending in into its location. 

Instead to the more self-contained food 
court, the view of the farming related 
functions all direct towards the crop 
! elds, highlighting the production 
process.  On the southeast of the farm-
ing court a supermarket provides the 
residents with the needed other products 
as drinks. 
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! g. 152. Floor plan of the event court.

     Study rooms
     A library
     A work café

     Meeting rooms
     Flex spaces 
     A beer shop/bar 

A conference room by day 
indoor festivity area by night

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

EVENT COURT

" e extended o/  ce, the canteen and a 
new added block on the north form the 
event court, the boundary of the com-
plex on the southeast. 

Related by visual connections and 
architectural gestures this set of build-
ings, o/  ces and $ ex spaces by day, turn 
once or multiple times per week to event 
spaces at night. " is U-shaped court-
yard, wherein festivities are held by good 
weather conditions, connect to the pas-
sage that forms the main axis through 
the terrain.  

" is multifunctional event court, related 
to the theme of food and drinks forms a 
gathering place. In terms of hybrid the 
work café brings employees of the o/  ce 
together with the students that live in 
the apartments above. While eating and 
working in this shared space all types of 
users could interact with each other. 

With a transparent facade and closed 
boxes as privatized spaces within the 
newly add buildings this event space 
tunes to the architectural overview of the 
rest of the complex.
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! g. 153. Floor plan of the plaza.

     A smoothie bar
     A cocktail bar
     A wine bar

     A café/bar
     A beer brewery
     An outside terrace

     An outside tasting room
     A central sitting area

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

PLAZA

Next to the main axes of the former ice 
factory, that o# ers a look through from 
the passage to the o# site park, a seating 
area will be placed wherefrom the main 
characteristics of this historical building 
could be seen. 

" e plaza will be surrounded by several 
transparent boxes provided with bars, 
wherein fresh products are used to make 
smoothies and cocktails. " is area will 
be thanks to the same layout principles 
as the food court be visually connected 
with the event court, the food market, 
the farming court and the teahouse. 

All drinks including those from the bar 
in the café are produced on the spot, so 
will for example the beer be produced in 
the beer brewery that has been located 
in the basement and will the smoothies 
be made by homegrown crops. 

As an supplementation to the rest this 
area will connect the users to the loca-
tion through an outside terrace which 
extends towards the recreational canal 
and through an outside tasting room, 
situated around the chimney, connecting 
to the park.   
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! g. 154. Floor plan of the teahouse.

     A teahouse
     A herb garden
     An outside terrace

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

THE TEAHOUSE

" e former store that had undergone 
its ! rst transformation decades ago will 
be stripped to its bare construction. 
Without the non-bearing walls the 
open space could form a functional hall 
wherein a close to central box is located. 
In this closed unit toilets and a storage 
are situated and on the open site of the 
box there is a bar from where the tea 
will be sold. 

" e teahouse will be the transition be-
tween complex and park. With the water 
nearby, away from the noise, this place 
will be a quiet zone wherein the im-
portance of nature will be experienced.  
With a herb garden and fresh water (! l-
trated by plants) close by  ingredients for 
the tea shall be within reach, contribut-
ing to the self-sustaining ambience that 
Campina used to have and hopefully will 
get again.
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! g. 155. Floor plan of the food court that is located in the former warehouse.

     A café
     A cook studio
     Shops

     Food stands
     Seating areas
     A food market 

PRESENT FUNCTIONS:

FOOD MARKET

" e former milk factory, the most im-
pressive building on the Campina terrain 
in terms of architecture, will be just like 
the teahouse stripped to its bare con-
struction. " e open space that has been 
created will form the public heart of the 
terrain. Included in the design of the 
food market are both the milk factory 
and the milk reception. " e later will be 
used for a cooking studios that forms an 
impressive entrance to the world of food 
and drinks. Four main entrances, one 
of which has already been mentioned,  
visually connect to the natural environ-
ment and to the buildings that opposed 
to a city complex are distinguishable in 
architecture. 

Around the core of the building, that 
serves as the living room of the complex, 
several open kitchens (foodstands) are 
situated that connect to the ideas of the 
hotel school in Lille. In here fresh prod-
ucts (from own land) will be sold by 
market vendors once per week and be-
sides that these products will be turned 
into tasteful dishes by professional chefs.

With several shops next to the passage 
selling for example beers, teabags and 
cookbooks the food and drinks theme 
will be even more supported. Together 
this will create one big hybrid impulsive 
complex for the city of Eindhoven. 
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! g. 156. " e connecting passage.

THE PASSAGE

Formerly the Kanaaldijk Zuid and the 
Dirkboutslaan were separated by sight. 
" e non-recreational purposes on both 
sides and the closed feeling created by 
the volumes on site asked for a true 
connection. 

With the introduction of the passage, a 
linear route through the complex that 
runs in-between the milk and the ice 
factory, a connecting has been made that 
links the Glorieuxpark to the canal-zone. 

" is Glorieuxpark is a big green park 
wherein nursing homes for elderly care 
are located. It is visited every day by 
several people from in and around Ein-
dhoven and there became interesting to 
link to the complex. 

As the children and the nurses of the el-
derly could take the elderly to this street 
! lled with several shops, bars, terraces 
and sometimes festivities, they can get 
rid of their loneliness and interact with 
all the other type of users . 

" erefore this path will become more 
than just the main source of income. It 
will form the gathering place that has a 
high intensity of interaction between all 
employees, inhabitants and visitors.  

As indicated in ! gure 156 this pas-
sage from south to north connects to 
the U-shaped event courtyard and the 
farming court, it reveals sights towards 
the park up on the ring road tunnel and 
it forms the transition space between the 
food market and the plaza.  
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! g. 157. No addition of an appartment layer on top of a Fuséé roof.

! g. 158. Apartment layers may be added on top of existing buildings without a Fuséé roof.

RESPONDS TO THE MASTERPLAN
In the masterplan, which has been add-
ed in het apenidx, is explained how a 
throughout the canal made strip re-
served for green, will break the cur-
rent industrial look. Simultaneous-
ly it opens up the dense layout. " is 
concept will also be applied at the 
Campina where most of the pavement 
will be replaced by grass to create air. 
New buildings will be built upon a grid 
that is arrived by a continuation of lines 
of the urban fabric. " e new to develop 
buildings on the Campina terrain will 
in ! rst instance be derived from lines of 
the plot. " ese plotlines determine the 
axes and thus the sightlines. Newly de-
veloped buildings will later be adjusted 
towards the grid of the hybrid gesture.
" e character of Campina may not 
be snowed under by the transforma-
tion and therefore new must be dis-
tinguishable from existing in order 
to maintain its historical character. 

ADDITION OF APARTMENTS                     
In HYBRIDS III. Residential Mixed-Use 
Buildings is stated that: ‘’" e inclusion 
of housing in mixed developments guar-
antees continuous functional intensity 
and tends to be the driving force of ' -
nancing civic buildings.’’ (a+t, 2009)  
" is statement shows the importance of 
living in terms of ! nancing and more 
important in intensity. A 24/7 active 
building cannot be realized without liv-
ing. " erefore will the layout of the plan 
be provided with several apartments. 
In connection with, but separated from 
the public plinth these will be placed. 
Some basic rules explained in ! gure 157 
and 158 ensure that the characteristic 
features, qualities of the Campina, will 
remain visible. Fusée roofs are archi-
tecturally worth saving and shall not be 
provided with an extra layer of apart-
ments on top. Only buildings with $ at 
roofs could contain an extra layer of liv-
ing on top, which will be distinguishable 
in height and materialization, re$ ecting 
the di# erence between old and new.

Addition of living
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! g. 159. Design concept of the Campina terrain with the visual connections and the apartment layers.

LOCATION OF THE APARTMENTS 
Apartment layers that are indicated 
by a black dashed line provide every 
subtheme with living, see ! gure 159 . " e 
interaction between the di# erent areas 
suggested by the red linear lines the in 
the same image therefore goes beyond 
the uni! cation of the public plinth and 
changes the mono-functional clusters 
into multi-functional clusters that 
generate a constant activity. 
Accessible from the ground $ oor these 
apartments have views towards the park 
on one side and interact with the public 
plinth on the other side, therefore the 
arrangement of all apartments was 
crucial. In the elaboration of the milk 
factory this principle will be further 
explained. 
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! g. 160.  Use the rhythm of the existing buildings
(center line of windows and walls)

! g. 162.  Vertically extend the building 
(based on the existing rhythm)

! g. 164.  Final appearance
(based on the existing and the new rhythms)

! g. 161.  Horizontally extend the building 
(based on the existing rhythm)

! g. 163.  Add extra columns to de! ne a di# erence 
between public, semi-public and private spaces.

MATERIALIZATION

New and existing buildings should be 
distinguishable and should simultane-
ously relate to each other. To establish 
a clear opposition between the both 
a di# erent kind of materialization,  
contradictory to the brick and concrete, 
should be used. As mentioned before 
hybrid structures are built as mixes of 
dry and wet structures. As a response 
to the current situation wherein the 
role of structure is ful! lled by cast-in-
situ concrete, load-bearing structures 
should be (precast) dry structures. Like 
the later built extensions, which were 
additions to the original state, the new 
additions will have to be a result of the 
same structural principles. " erefore all 
new added volumes will be supported by 
dry columns. For the non-constructive 
layer a new introduced material should 
contradictory to the brick clarify the dif-
ference between old and new. Functional 
elements which for example are covering 
the thickness of the $ oors will consist of 
this new material.  

EXTENSIONS

In order to create a coherence between 
the di# erent layers of time, rhythm was 
taken as a guideline on how to design 
this connection. Center points of a walls, 
derived from adjacent existing buildings, 
determine where to place columns and 
windows. Depending on the di# erent 
functions and the amount of privacy 
they require, certain regions of the 
façade are provided with extra columns. 
" e exact positioning of these columns 
is arrived from a second grid structure 
whereby an extra gridline is added 
in-between the existing grid. 

a = rhythm of the structure
b = rhythm of the window
c = extra rhythm for privacy

Expression of the new volumes
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! g. 165 . Extension of the o/  ce. 

! g. 166. Interior of the o/  ce extension. ! g. 168. Extension of the o/  ce.

! g. 167. Extension of the o/  ce.

EXTENSIONS

As an example on how to apply these 
rules for the extensions of the buildings 
a 1 to 100 model has been made, where-
by the existing o/  ce (painted white) has 
been extended. In ! gure 165 to 168 can 
be seen that the rhythm of this existing 
building has been preserved and has 
been brought back in the addition. 

" e horizontally extended o/  ce has 
three di# erent rhythms, which create 
three di# erent kind of openings. " e 
biggest openings, two times the size of 
the standard rhythm,  propose the public 
plinth with a public function which will 
be later explained in the ! nal design. 
All spaces that consist of a width of the 
standard rhythm will be directly linked 
in function and appearance to the o/  ce 
and will thus form the o/  ce spaces of 
this extension.  " e more privatized 
spaces whereby the rhythm is twice as 
small as the standard rhythm will rep-
resent the living spaces. Applied on all 
buildings rhythm will ! nally symbolize 
all di# erent functions.
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! g. 169. Terrain overview. (birds-eye perspective)
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Hybrid building design
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! g. 170. Exploded view of the former milk factory with the new volume surrounding the existing structures. 

HYBRID DESIGN
With the analysis of the plot and the 
buildings and the analysis about hybrid 
and food markets in mind one on 
purpose chosen building will form the 
example whereby all studied cases and 
strategies are translated into design. 
" is chosen building, that shall be 
further developed into a hybrid build-
ing, will be the centrally situated milk 
factory, which was indispensable in the 
days of Campina as a dairy factory. 
" e reasons for choosing this particular 
building are as follows. It is centrally 
situated on the plot and has the pos-
sibility to extend in all four direction. 
Further It has, once merged with the 
milk reception,  the opportunity to be 
conceptually similar to the combina-
tion of the later built extensions with 
the milk and the ice factory. With the 
repetition, the concrete supporting 
structure, the rhythmic verticality, the 
transparency, the functional layout, 
the space around the building and of 
course the Fusée roofs it meets all re-
quirements of similarities of a Campina 
building. And ! nally It connects to the 
passage.  
Strategically situated this architectur-
ally interesting place of production 
contributed to the main aim which was 
producing milk, in the new design it 
should be contributing as a multifunc-
tional place of production and it should 
be complementing to Campina as a 
hybrid complex.

THE FORMER MILK FACTORY
Hybrid seen as a fusion between 
multiple functions which together 
create constant activity, resulted into a 
change from the mono-functional milk 
factory to a multifunctional constant 
active building. To be constant active 
it requires a combination of working, 
leisure and living. Integrating all these 
functions into the former milk factory 
would have meant that the architectur-
ally imposing hall-like interior with the 
fuséeroofs and the incorporated roof 
lights would have been lost.
In reaction to hybrid features as the 
courtyard system, the central core and 
internal interaction a decision was 
made whereby similar to the Time Out 
Market in Lisbon a functional layer 
would be wrapped around a gathering 
place. 
In order to magnify the level of inter-
nal interaction the original visually 
‘’separated’’ stories are demolished, 
transforming the milk factory into an 
empty, historical shell. " is hall, the 
heart of the former milk factory with 
the function of a food market, will give 
an impulse to the city of Eindhoven 
as the Markthal gives to the city of 
Rotterdam. 
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! g. 172. Public vs. private seen in an exploded view.

 Semi-public space
 Public space

 Private spaces
 

FUNCTION OVERVIEW
With the introduction of the new-
ly build surrounding volume that 
merges the former milk factory with 
the former milk reception, facilitates 
a restaurant, a café, shops and apart-
ments, which together will attract a 
broad target audience. Contrary to the 
Markthal Rotterdam and similar to the 
Bryghusprojektet program has partly 
been interwoven and functions are dis-
tributed throughout the structure.         
" e central located food market will be 
structured as an inside heart courtyard 
that will be centrally accessible 

to the public from all directions. As 
a showcase for the theme of food and 
drinks the north entrance runs through 
the former milk reception like a tunnel 
surrounded by a cook studio and a bar 
along the sides and a restaurant on top. 
" e visual connection with the cook 
studio and the restaurant will similar 
to the Lycée Hotelier de Lille introduce 
a visual connection that results in an 
outcome of knowledge and interaction 
between the customer and the kitchen 
sta# . " is process of food from growth 
to preparation will be continued in the 
rest of the project. 

! g. 171. Public reachable programs of the former milk factory. 

 Restaurant
 Café

 Cook studio 
 Food market

 Shops
 Food stands
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SIZE OF THE NEW VOLUME
" e rhythm that led to repetition will 
be translated into the structure of the 
new design. " is volume will related in 
shape due to the fact that is an o# set of 
the original milk factory (2.5 times the 
center to center distance) in both north 
south- as in east west direction. With 
a 3 meter high plinth inside the milk 
factory and with a height of 3,7 meters 
for the public plinth on the other 
side, the public plinth is only visually 
di# erent in height from the three layers 
of 3 meters high apartments above. On 
the ground $ oor a colonnade along the 
passage, the farming court and the park 
with fruit trees divides the street from 
the shops and forms a shelter in bad 
weather.

! g. 173. " ree dimensional section showcasing the duplicity of the facade of the former milk factory. 

DUPLICITY OF THE FACADE
" e exterior of the former milk factory 
with the high level of transparency will 
be part of the interior of the hall and 
part of the exterior of the newly built 
volume. Its duplicity can be interpreted 
as a $ exible separation that blurs the 
boundaries between di# erent programs 
like has been done in the Bryghuspro-
jektet. 
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! g. 175. Rectangular volume turned into a functional plan by the removal of the grey volumes.  

With the roo% op of the new volume 
aligned to the roof edge of the milk 
factory the di# erence between existing 
and new is only emphasized by the 
transition from $ at roof to Fuséeroof. 
" e apartments added in the new vol-
ume are arranged as a crux of di# erent 
units divided as Unité d’habitation like 
stacked homes. " anks to their shapes 
most of them visually interact with 
both the shared interior space and the 
urban site of Campina. 

! g. 174. " e re-introduction of natural light in the former milk factory.   

" e six types di# er in size, shape and 
layering and form a Chinese puzzle 
like composition whereby the relation 
between apartment and daylight is 
optimized. 
All natural light that enters in the 
former milk factory has been created 
by removing volume with surgical pre-
cision. " ese cutouts form terraces that 
bring residents closer to the natural 
environment.     
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! g. 177. Overview ! rst $ oor.! g. 176. Overview ground $ oor.  
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! g. 178. Overview third $ oor. ! g. 178. Overview second $ oor.  
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! g. 179. Overview ground $ oor with staircases and elevators in the corners of the building. 

Layout of the apartments 

Since most of the buildings of the 
Campina factory were built to be a 
showcase, new buildings should adapt 
to this transparency and functional 
re$ ection. For the apartment units this 
means that they should be as displays, 
representing an ongoing performance. 
As liveliness will mostly happen on 
the inside, the transition between 
outside and inside should be minimal, 
maybe even unseen. Without galleries 
blocking the play, interaction could be 
maximized. " erefore all units should 
be accessible from within the building, 
by means of interior streets that follow 
the principles of Le Corbusier’s Unité 
D’habitation. " ese double-height 
apartments which are ‘’folded’’ around 
this hallway are split-level units which 
have their kitchen on entrance level 
and their living room and their bed-
rooms on the other $ oor. 
" e rules that apply to all units which 
are adjacent to the old façade of the 
milk factory are as followings, it should 
include occupied space (kitchen, living 
room or a bedroom) located near to 
this facade and it should have an out-
side space. Further do all units need a 
view towards the Campina terrain. 

" e measurements of the units depend 
on the grid structure of the milk fac-
tory. In the North-South direction the 
width per unit is 6900 mm the center 
to center and in the East-West direc-
tion the distance is 6500 mm.  " ere is 
also a di# erence in the length of each 
apartment caused by the representative 
expression of both the structure and 
the rhythm of the existing façade in 
the new façade envelope. " is variety 
results in multiple types, that appeal to 
multiple target groups. 
Since the unit layer darkens the market 
hall, solutions regarding daylight need-
ed to be implemented. Coinciding with 
the outdoor space, gradually cascading 
terraces allow the sunlight to reach 
deeper into the existing building, illu-
minating the space. Deep apartments 
mostly result in dark spaces, but due to 
this double layered clever design that 
sometimes contains a void (as a result 
of an entresol) directly behind the 
huge windows, provide the units with 
enough natural light.  
In all four corners of the new building 
a private entrance is realized wherein 
personal storage space is included. 
Close to the storage the stairs and the 
elevator are situated which connect 
the ground $ oor with the second $ oor 
from where the apartments can be 
reached.  " is hall, with alternately 
skylights and closed ceilings runs all 
around the milk factory.    
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close o#  the study room. On the other 
side of this $ oor are the private spaces, 
among which a bedroom for guests 
with an own bathroom in the hallway. 
Further it contains a master bedroom 
with a walk-in-closet and a bathroom 
that together with the toilet in the hall 
and the guest bathroom forms the cen-
tralized sanitary unit.                  

! g. 183. Ground $ oor (1:100). 

! g. 181. Location of the type 1 units. ! g. 182. First $ oor (1:100).

Type 1
In layout all units are similar. " e 
spacious, open ! rst $ oor is experienced 
directly a% er opening the front door. 
A closet wherein the fuse box and the 
wardrobe are hidden forms a decisive 
directional element which refutes the 
focus on the old façade.
" e forced route leads from the front 
door, through the dining room, to the 
balustrade from where this movement 

inside the milk factory can be ob-
served. " is spectacular view which can 
be perceived over the total width of the 
unit continues on the open-air terrace. 
" erea% er a straight $ ight staircase 
leading downstairs completely shi% s 
the view towards the green park-like 
landscape of Campina which get broad-
er when stepping into the living room. 
" is multifunctional, open space, con-
tains a cabinet with integrated sliding 
walls that o# ers the opportunity to 

! g. 180. Type 1 seen in section.
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! g. 187. First $ oor (1:100). 

! g. 185. Location of the type 2 units. ! g. 186. Ground $ oor (1:100).

Type 2
Located above type 1 this unit has 
several similarities with type 1. " e 
! rst thing noticed is the kitchen which 
almost spreads over the entire wall. 
Secondly, the biggest di# erence that 
strikes the attention is the void which 
connects the kitchen with the slightly 

narrower bedrooms above and simul-
taneously brings in extra daylight. At 
the top of the stairs the terrace can be 
accessed from where both the milk fac-
tory and the landscape can be seen.      

! g. 184. Type 2 seen in section.



! g. 191. Ground $ oor (1:100). 

! g. 189. Location of the type 3 units. ! g. 190. First $ oor (1:100).

Type 3 
" is type is a mirrored variant of type 
1, whereby the communal spaces are 
both situated on the outer side of the 
new building and whereby the bed-
rooms are adjacent to the milk factory. 

" e outside space which is accessi-
ble from the lower $ oor is a logia, a 
covered terrace which is located at the 
living room.

! g. 188. Type 3 seen in section.
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! g. 193. Location of the type 4 units.

! g. 194. Ground $ oor (1:100).

Type 4
A single layered apartment suitable for 
disabled people has originated from the 
same ideas. It contains an open living 
room, which includes the kitchen and 
the dining room and is separated from 
the private section of the unit. 

" is smaller type has no outside area, 
but feels big thanks to the double 
width.

! g. 192. Type 4 seen in section.
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! g. 198. First $ oor (1:100). 

! g. 196. Location of the type 5 units.

! g. 197. Ground $ oor (1:100).

Type 5
" is type has almost the same layout 
on entrance level as type 1, except for 
the fact that the void runs above and 
the kitchen is similar to type 2. 

On the top $ oor this type is similar to 
type 2, but has an addition of a skylight 
and has a recess that gives roof access 
to another type and that therefore nar-
rows the study room.

! g. 195. Type 5 seen in section. 
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! g. 202. First $ oor (1:100). 

! g. 200. Location of the type 5 units.

! g. 201. Ground $ oor (1:100).

Type 6
" is type is situated on the corner and 
is a combination of type 4, but has an 
extra volume upstairs where the study 
room and the big living room are lo-
cated together with a roof terrace that 
o# ers a view towards the canal.    

! g. 199. Type 6 seen in section. 
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! g. 202. South facade (1:500).

! g. 203. East facade (1:500).

! g. 204. North facade (1:500).

! g. 205. West facade (1:500).
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! g. 206. Appearance of the transformed facade of the milk factory (facadefragement).  

DOUBLE-SIDED FAÇADE 
Built as the envelope of the milk 
factory this double sided façade forms 
the transition between the former milk 
factory and the new volume. It sepa-
rates the public food market from the 
semi-public food stands and the more 
private apartment units. Hereby the 
raster of the existing window frames 
determined the division of interior 
spaces of the apartments.      
By partly opening the façade, from 
ground $ oor to ! rst $ oor, physical 
interaction between the food stands 
and the food market has been made 
possible. " e concrete existing plinth 
that was in front of the transparent 
boundary acts like a barrier that spa-
tially divides the open kitchen from the 
food market. 
" ree of the six types of apartment 
units, type 1,2 and 3, are located di-
rectly behind this façade. Bedrooms, 
kitchens, living rooms and terraces all 
connect to this facade and resemble 
every facet of life. Most of the $ oors 
of these apartments connect to the 
double-sided façade with pressure-re-
sistant insulation that has been put 
between window and $ oor. Others end 
1,85 meters behind the façade and act 
like entresols that improve the quality 
of living. 

Facade fragments
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! g. 208. Appearance of the new facade (facadefragement).  

FAÇADE OF THE EXTENSION
" e façade of the milk factory forms 
one of the façades of the new volume. 
In order to prevent afunctional spaces, 
linear directed, rectangular units are 
used to compose the organization of 
the new volume.  " is programmatic 
division directly resulted into the ap-
pearance of the opposing façade. Here-
by has the rhythm of the original milk 
factory been pushed outwards, adapt-
ing the new volume to the functional 
layout of Campina. To deviate from the 
robust character with 700 mm thick 
columns a slim non-bearing, alumi-
num, 300 mm thick structure has been 
used that represents the vertical rhythm 
and that simultaneously clari! es the 
di# erence between existing and new. 
" erefore the rhythm, independent 
from the function, has been decisive 
for the width of each unit.
As shown before, once applied, the 
extension rules, visually display the 
functional layout. " is method resulted 
into the addition of an extra column 
in-between every two columns. " is 
change in rhythm caused a twofold 
division on the outside and indirect-
ly spatially separated the apartment 
units on the inside. Together with 
the $ oor covering aluminum plating 
a structural grid arose, a strict raster 
with $ exible cells, that could possibly 
be ! lled in by di# erent function in the 
future. By tearing down the separation 
walls in-between two cells, units can 
be merged together, allowing small 

privatized units to become semi-public 
working spaces. 
Within this raster the three top layers 
with a height of 3 meters are ! lled in 
with the six types of apartment units. 
" is diversity created by the system of 
rules re$ ects a changing pattern with 
di# erent depths. 
" e transparency of the new façade is 
a responds to the architectural qual-
ities of Campina. Where glass was 
previously used as a boundary that 
improved the working conditions by 
only daylight, the new openable façade 
adds the quality of life with fresh air 
and the interaction with the environ-
ment. " ese sliding doors lead to with 
concrete stone ! nished terraces or form 
a direct transition between inside and 
outside like has been done in the Hip 
House in Zwolle by Atelier Kempe 
" ill seen in ! gure ……….. . With the 
sliding door located at the outside an 
interior secured balcony fence is re-
quired. Aligned with the balcony fences 
of the outdoor and the inner balconies 
it contributes to the overall unity. 

! g. 207. Hip House Kempe " ill. (Kempe " ill, 2012)
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! g. 213. View from from the farming court towards the canal. 

! g. 211. View towards the farming court.

! g. 212. View from the north of the passage towards the canal.

Impressions
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! g. 210. View from the south entrance of the market hall.! g. 209. View from an apartment towards the food market.

Interior impressions



Conclusion
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" is report resembles a search towards 
the answer on the question: How to 
alter the self-sustained Campina terrain 
from privatized single buildings into a 
merged, hybrid complex? An analysis 
has been made that indicates that the 
historical qualities of transformation-
al projects, such as the Campina, can 
be combined with hybrid features in 
order to preserve precious architectural 
masterpieces and change them from 
privatized, self-sustained buildings into 
hybrid complexes.    
" e results resemble an equivalent 
re$ ection of a hybrid design that due to 
its many similarities to the researched 
hybrid examples can be considered 
a true hybrid and an impulse to the 
canal-zone and thus to the city of Ein-
dhoven. Derived from case studies and 
by the interpretations from both Joseph 
Fenton and Steve Holl a conclusion 
has been made that describes hybrid 
as a fusion of multiple functions in a 
volume that generates constant activity 
and simultaneously gives an impulse to 
the city’s urban fabric, it is an acces-
sible structure that aims for a broad 
target audience whereby visual connec-
tions and shared spaces will have an 
outcome of interaction. 
With a harmonization between public 
and private, by visible relationships 
between di# erent functions and users, 
and an overarching theme of food and 
drinks, divided into six subthemes, 
the design (and the placement) of the 
buildings and the design of the façades 

with in particular the plinth will be of 
crucial importance for the overall com-
position of hybrid (urban) plots. By 
the usage of the elementary directions, 
buildings will be extended, narrow-
ing the gap in-between the buildings, 
resulting in a conductive route (the 
passage) that connects the boulevard 
with the Glorieuxpark.  Together with 
the (multiple) accesses to the plot and 
the green veins that enter and surround 
the plot all buildings will have a high 
level of accessibility. With alternate-
ly physical and visual connects this 
complex will be united as one coherent 
whole.  
" e former dairy factory, that stopped 
producing products,  will revive as 
a place of production, reverting to 
Campina’s original purpose. " e re-in-
troduction of the on-site production 
process adapts to the functional layout 
and simultaneously deviates from the 
self-contained atmosphere by transpar-
ency, allowing visitors to learn how to 
create the requested end products made 
from fresh, sometimes ‘’homegrown’’, 
products.     
With a high level of interaction 
between the di# erent transparent func-
tions the boundaries between spaces 
will be minimalized, resulting in visual 
connections and shared spaces. With 
the combination of new industries, 
food, leisure and living the terrain 
without any super! cial, outstanding 
building will become a gradually divid-
ed, constant active, hybrid complex. 

Discussion & Conclusions
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Finally, the result of the new milk 
factory has shown that hybrids, as a 
fusion of multiple functions in a single 
volume, established in vacant buildings 
on factory sites, could implement as 
a link in the bigger picture. Merging 
buildings together (visually and some-
times physically) and opening up to 
the public as accessible places hybrids 
could transforms abandoned places 
into vibrant areas.  
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